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ABSTRACT
Project Minerva is a low-cost manned Mars mission designed to deliver a crew of four
to the Martian surface using only two sets of two launches from the Kennedy Space Center.
Key concepts which make this mission realizable are the use of near-term technologies and in-
situ propellant production, following the scenario originally proposed by R. Zubrin. The first
set of launches delivers two unmanned payloads into low Earth orbit (LEO): the first payload
consists of an Earth Return Vehicle (ERV), a propellant production plant, and a set of robotic
vehicles; the second payload consists of the trans-Mars injection (TMI) upper stage. In LEO,
the two payloads are docked and the configuration is injected into a Mars transfer orbit. The
landing on Mars is performed with the aid of multiple aerobraking maneuvers. On the Martian
surface, the propellant production plant uses a Sabatier/electrolysis type process to combine
nine tons of hydrogen with carbon dioxide from the Martian atmosphere to produce over a
hundred tons of liquid oxygen and liquid methane, which are later used as the propellants for
the rover expeditions and the manned return journey of the ERV.
Once the propellants for the return journey have been produced, approximately two
years after the first set of launches, the manned portion of the mission leaves Earthl This set of
two launches is similar to that of the unmanned vehicles. The Mars Transfer Vehicle (MTV)
and the TMI stage are docked in LEO and injected into a Mars transfer orbit. The MTV
contains the manned rover and the habitat which houses the astronauts enroute to Mars and,
subsequently, on the Martian surface. During the 180-day trip to Mars artificial gravity is
induced by tethering the MTV to the TMI upper stage and inducing rotation. Upon arrival the
tether is cut and the MTV performs aerobraking maneuvers to land near the fully-fueled ERV,
which is used by the crew a year later to return to Earth. The mission entails moderate travel
times with relatively low-energy conjunction-class trajectories and allows ample time for
extendedscientific exploration. The rover is designedwith sufficient surfacemobility for
multipleremote-siteexcursions.
Thissetof missionscanberepeatedeverytwo yearsin orderto continueexplorationat
a varietyof sitesandgraduallyestablishtheinfrastructurefor a permanentbaseon Mars. In
this scenariothesecondunmannedmissionleavesEarthat aboutthe sametime asthe first
mannedmissiondoes,but landsat a differentlocationonMars,within roverrangeof thefirst
site,andsoon.
The Earth-to-LEOboostvehicleandTMI stageusedfor this missionarebasedon the
Antares launch vehicle developedby the University of Washington'sAdvanced Design
Programin 1991. The Antaresis amodular,reusable,single-stage-to-orbit,H2/O2-propelled
vehicle with a maximumpayloadcapacityof 70 metric tons. Only a simple docking and
latching processis necessaryin LEO, ascomparedto the extensivein-orbit construction
requiredin otherproposedMarsexplorationschemes.
This reportpresentsin detail thenecessarysystemsfor theflights to andfrom Mars,as
well asthoseneededfor thestayonMars. Thesesystemsincludethetransfervehicledesign,
life support,guidanceandcommunications,roversandtelepresence,powergeneration,and
propellantmanufacturing.Also includedaretheorbitalmechanics,thescientificgoals,andthe
estimatedmissioncosts.
PREFACE
Since 1985 the Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics at the University of
Washington has participated in the NASA/USRA Advanced Design Program. From the
beginning, student participation in this space-design activity has been integrated as much as
possible with the faculty's NASA-funded research programs. The student response has been
excellent and the synergism with the research program has been highly beneficial.
The course structure is aimed at exposing the students to a design situation which is
"real world" as much as possible within the University framework. In addition, the course
undertakes the responsibility of teaching the students those aspects of space engineering and
science which are needed for a general capability in the field of space systems. Students are
taught the fundamentals of re-entry physics, nuclear and solar power systems, space structures
and thermal management, as well as selected topics on advanced propulsion systems and
orbital mechanics. The design problems expose the students to situations in which they must
understand the complete systems interdependence of structural, thermal, propulsive, and other
components, and environmental constraints particular to space.
Our Senior-level, undergraduate course offering is titled "Space Systems Design", and
consists of two, linked, 10-week academic quarters (Winter and Spring). The typical
enrollment is 30-40 students. The first course (AA420) is initially structured as a formal
lecture/discussion series which meets 5 hours per week. Formal lectures by the instructors and
presentations by guest lecturers from industry and, when possible, from NASA, provide the
students with the fundamental background they need to carry out their design studies. By the
second or third week of the quarter, the students are divided into design teams whose
responsibility is to address specific subsystems of the overall design. As the design
progresses, more and more time is devoted to in-class discussions of the students' work. A
teaching assistant supported by NASMUSRA funds works with the students and helps the
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instructors with project management. The accomplishments of the first quarter's work are
presented at the end of the quarter in the form of formal written progress reports, one by each
of the design groups. In addition, as a further assessment of the students' skills and
capabilities, weekly homework assignments are given, and mid-term and final examinations are
administered.
The linked Spring Quarter offering (AA421) is intended to refine and advance the
design developed during the Winter Quarter and to address key unresolved problem areas. The
class continues to meet formally five hours a week in group discussion format. Early in the
quarter a preliminary design review is conducted by the responsible faculty and aerospace
engineers from local industry, e.g., Boeing and Rocket Research Co. At the end of the Spring
Quarter the students submit a single final report on the overall design, as well as a summary
report, and prepare for the NASA/USRA ADP Summer Conference. During this quarter only
one or two homework assignments and one brief quiz are given. Most of the students' grade is
based on their contributions to the final reports.
Although the students consider the work load for this course sequence to be very
heavy, they are quick to agree that it provides them with an excellent introduction to the world
of design. A general competitive atmosphere is maintained wherever possible, as an additional
simulation of the real world. The feedback from the students also has proved effective in
stimulating the instructors. The ongoing policy of integrating the research programs into the
space design course has proven to be a fruitful way of providing both a sound background in
space engineering disciplines and stimulating creative thinking to solve problems of importance
to the exploration of space.
Under this program, since its inception, we have examined various problems relating to
the critical needs of space prime power, propulsion, and transportation. Design topics have
ranged from solar and nuclear prime power for space platforms and lunar bases, to innovative
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space transportation systems for low cost delivery of payloads to low Earth orbit and
interplanetary space. The choice of these topic areas for continuing design studies has been
based on the historical emphasis on these areas in the space engineering research carried out by
the instructors and their colleagues. This focus has also been based on the recognized need for
innovative approaches in these key areas for successful expansion of the U.S. space program.
The design topic selected for 1992 is a case in point. The success of Antares, the
modular launch system designed by the class in 1991, was such that we decided to examine its
potential to support a major planetary mission, i.e., the manned exploration of Mars. Although
numerous Mars mission studies have been carried out by NASA and industry, and universities
participating in the Advanced Design Program, our approach differs substantially from most
scenarios offered to date. We took our cue from the preliminary studies performed by Robert
Zubrin, at Martin Marietta in Denver, on missions to Mars which would make use of in situ
resources, namely the Martian atmosphere, to manufacture the propellant necessary for the
return trip. This concept makes possible a "direct-to-Mars" scenario that circumvents any need
to perform on-orbit assembly of the spacecraft that travel to and from Mars, thus reducing the
overall mission costs by nearly an order of magnitude. Despite its rather daring nature, the
freshness, elegance, and simplicity of this concept, and its potential for enormous cost savings
make it the most feasible manned Mars scenario proposed to date. All other concepts suffer
from extreme complexity and size, and would incur such astronomical costs that they virtually
guarantee that they will not be initiated any time in the foreseeable future, if ever, particularly
given the prevailing economic conditions in the U.S. and Russia.
Because our Antares launch vehicle concept is also based on the premise of simplicity
and low cost, and because it is capable of heavy lift (70 metric tons to LEO) in its largest
modular configuration, we felt that it would make a good match with the requirements of a
direct-to-Mars mission concept. The class proceeded to develop this concept to a significantly
greater detail than Zubrin' studies to date, in order to permit a more informed assessment of its
merits,andto betteridentify critical aspectsandpotentialproblems. In additionthestudents
incorporatedtheir own ideasandapproachesto variousaspectsof theproject. Theresultshave
beenhighly successfuland haveconfirmedthe viability of the Mars-directapproach. Our
presentationattheNASA/USRA SummerConferencein Washington,DC,June 15-19,1992,
waswell receivedby NASA, USRA, industry,anduniversityrepresentatives,andgenerated
muchdiscussion.
AdamP.Bruckner
Professorof AeronauticsandAstronautics
June28, 1992
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1.1 INTRODUCTION
For centuries humans have pondered the nature of Mars and developed many theories
to support what was observed. Speculation on the presence and extent of life on Mars has long
held the interest of both the scientific community and the general public. For the past 28 years
Mars has been explored by unmanned space probes, beginning with the Mariner series in the
late 1960's and followed in the mid 1970's by Viking I and Viking II. These missions have
answered some of the questions surrounding Mars and have given rise to new ones. With the
Mars Observer establishing the return to exploration of the red planet in 1993, Mars is currently
receiving attention as a possible target for manned exploration in the early 21 st century.
The National Space Council (NSC) has the responsibility of defining the future
objectives of America's space program in what is known as the Space Exploration Initiative
(SEI). NASA, the Department of Defense, and the Department of Energy are the primary
participants that assist the NSC with forming the SEI, which includes a plan for the manned
exploration of Mars. SEI's plans require in-orbit construction and multiple launches, and
consequently would be extremely complex and costly. This is one reason why SEI did not
receive any funding from Congress for fiscal year 1991, and why it continues to have difficulty
in drawing support. 1 Therefore, an opportunity exists to develop a simple, low-cost alternative
to SEI's present concept of placing humans on Mars for the purpose of effective exploration.
Such a mission has been suggested by R. Zubrin of Martin Marietta.2, 3 His so-called
Mars-Direct Mission Architecture is based on the premises of using near-term technologies,
going to Mars directly from Earth's surface on a conjunction class trajectory (thus
circumventing in-space construction and dependence on Space Station Freedom), and
manufacturing the propellant for the return journey on Mars from indigenous materials, i.e.,
the Martian atmosphere.
1.1
This year'sAdvancedDesignProgramat theUniversity of Washingtondesignedthe
Minervamannedmissionto Mars,basedontheZubrinscenarioandincorporatinga numberof
newideas. Theserangefrom theselectionof theheavylift vehicleandthedesignof thetrans-
Mars injection boosterto the designof the mannedhabitat,the Marsrovers,and the Earth
returnvehicle.
The missionis undertakenin two main segments;in thefirst anunmannedspacecraft
deliversa propellantproductionplant andtheEarthReturnVehicle (ERV) to the surfaceof
Mars. During the year and a half following the arrival of the unmannedspacecraft,the
propellantproductionplantmanufacturesmethaneandoxygenbycombininghydrogenbrought
from Earthwith carbondioxidefrom theMartianatmosphere,usingaSabatier-typechemical
processcomplementedby waterelectrolysis.This processis veryeffective,convertingonly 6
tonsof H2 into 78 tonsof 02 and22 tonsof CH4.
Onceit hasbeenconfirmedthatthenecessarypropellantfor thereturnjourneyhasbeen
successfullyproducedand stored (about 2 yearsafter the unmannedlaunch), the manned
missionleavesEarth. To alleviatetheproblemsof extendedzero-gravity(- 180days)a 2.5
km tetheris connectedbetweenthemannedvehicleandits spentTransMarsInjection(TMI)
booster,andthe two arespunat 1RPM to produceartificial gravity. The captureof both the
unmannedandmannedvehiclesat Marsis effectedvia aerobrakingandamodestretro-rocket
maneuver.Onceon the surface,thecrew of four astronautsusesCH4-O2poweredmanned
andunmannedroversandarocketpropelledhoppertoexploreMars.
One of the advantagesof the Mars-direct scenario basedon conjunction class
trajectoriesis that the surfacestay time on Mars is much longer than in the caseof a high
energyoppositionclassmission,i.e. ~ 1.5yearsvs. -35 days. Thusthe astronautswill have
ampletime tocarryoutanin-depthexplorationof a largeareaof theplanet.
1.2
This summary report discussesthe basic mission architecture and its major
components,includingtheorbitalanalysis,theUnmannedMarsTransferVehicle(UMTV), the
MannedTransferVehicle(MTV), EarthReturnVehicle(ERV),aerobrakedesign,life sciences,
guidance,communications,power,propellantproduction,surfacerovers,and Mars science.
Also presentedis anevaluationof the cost per missionover an assumed8-year initiative.
Although the scopeof this report coversonly the exploration of Mars, many of the same
technologiesandphilosophiescanapply to lunarandotherplanetarymissionconcepts.
1.2 MISSION SCENARIO
The Mars mission model described here is arbitrarily based on an 8-year Mars
exploration initiative, as shown in Fig. 1. The program consists of an unmanned mission to
Mars followed two years later by simultaneous manned and unmanned missions. This launch
procedure is then repeated every two years for a total of 8 years, ending with a manned mission
to Mars in the eighth year. This model results in four manned and four unmanned missions to
Mars.
Our proposed program will benefit by using a relatively small number of large, low-
cost heavy lift launch vehicles (HLLV's). Although any HLLV capable of lifting at least
70,000 kg into LEO can be used, the single-stage-to-orbit (SSTO) vehicle Antares VII, which
was developed during our 1991 design study, 4 has been chosen for the Minerva mission. The
Antares system is a partially reusable, modular system based on a single unit vehicle. This unit
uses a Dual Mixture Ratio Engine (DMRE), a new type of rocket engine studied by Pratt and
Whitney specifically for SSTO applications. 5 The single Antares units can be clustered
together to provide variable payloads to LEO, ranging from 10,000 kg to 70,000 kg, and
beyond. Figure 2 shows the basic Antares I and the Antares VII vehicles with their standard
payload fairings.
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ProjectMinervausestheAntaresVII vehicleto placetheMarstransfervehicles(both
mannedand unmanned)and their TMI boosterstagesinto orbit. No in-orbit assemblyis
required,otherthanthestraightforwardrendezvous,docking,andconnectionof thespacecraft
andtheirTMI boosters.
All launchesproceedfrom theKennedySpaceCenterandinserttheir payloadsinto a
150x 300km elliptical orbit of 28.5° inclination. This orbit is thencircularizedto a 300 km
parking orbit, whererendezvousand docking maneuversoccur. The program OPGUID,
whichwasprovidedby NASA's MarshallSpaceFlightCenter,wasusedto analyzeall mission
launches.
To boosteachtransfervehicleto Mars, 105metric tons* of propellantare required.
Since the AntaresVII hasa payload of 70 tons an upperstageis required to deliver the
necessarypropellantto LEO. This upperstagealsodoublesas a TMI booster(seeFig. 5).
ForthemannedsegmentthespentTMI boosterstageis usedasacountermassfor therotating
tetherthatsuppliesartificial gravityto thecrew. Theunmannedspacecraftsimplydiscardsthe
spentTMI boosteronceit ison its way to Mars.
In both theunmannedandmannedmissionstheTMI boosteris placedinto LEO first.
•Thepropellanttanksof theAntaresVII vehiclearepartiallyf'tlledin orderto allow it to lift off
with its fully fueled 250 ton upper/TMI stage. At analtitude of 109km the upper stage
separatesanddeliversitself to a 300km circularparkingorbitwith the 105tonsof propellant
neededfor theTMI burn. After theupper/TMIstagehasbeensuccessfullydeliveredto LEO
thetransfervehicleis launcheddirectly byanAntaresVII operatingasanSSTOvehicle. The
two arejoined usinganApollo-Soyuztype dockingprocedureand,after deploymentof the
aerobrakeandafunctionalitytestof all majorsystems,thejourneyto Marsis initiated.
*Henceforth,"ton"willbeunderstoodtomeanmetricton.
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Theunmannedsegmentof themissionhastheprimarypurposeof producingpropellant
for the mannedreturn trip, anddelivering the ERV. It also hasthe secondarypurposeof
deploying an unmannedrover to scout around for areas of interest, deploy scientific
instrumentsfor avarietyof measurements,andcollectMartiansamplesfor lateranalysis.
After about 1.4 years, all of the propellant for the return trip will have been
manufacturedandstoredonMarsin theERV andtheminimumenergywindowfor themanned
mission will be available. The mannedmission is launchedin the samemannerasthe
unmannedmission. Sincetheastronautswouldbeappreciablyweakenedby asix-monthstay
in zero-gravity,artificial gravity at 0.4g is generatedby tetheringtheMTV to its spentTMI
boosterandrotatingtheassemblyat 1RPM.
1.2.1 ABORT CAPABILITIES
Abort capabilitiesarecrucial for themannedmission. However, the direct to Mars
mission architecture does not allow a return to Earth without the in-situ propellant
manufactured using CO2 from the Martian atmosphere.
If any system fails during or shortly after the TMI burn, the landing retro-rockets can
be used to slow the MTV and place it in a highly elliptical, 300 km perigee orbit about Earth.
Since the AV capability of the retrorockets is small, the window of opportunity to abort after
the TMI burn is only about two hours. A short burn at first apogee decreases the perigee
altitude to within the Earth's atmosphere, where the already deployed aerobrake is used to
lower the apogee to LEO. A further maneuver circularizes the orbit at 300 km, where the
astronauts walt until the Space Shuttle can rendezvous for rescue at a later time.
1.5
1.3 ASTRODYNAMICS
There are many factors that influence the type of transfer trajectory from LEO to low
Mars orbit (LMO) and vice-versa. Some examples are the type of propulsion system used
(chemical, nuclear, or electric), life support mass for the manned vehicle, sensitivity to
radiation, tolerable solar flux, and desired stay time on the surface of Mars. Minimizing the
required energy is an important factor in defining the capability of any mission. Energy
savings ultimately result in a savings of propellant and an increase in payload capacity.
The first design consideration is opposition versus conjunction class missions.
Although the quickest round trip time to Mars would be an opposition class mission, there are
many drawbacks to that type of trajectory. An opposition class mission is defined as a high
energy trajectory in which the departure position of Earth and arrival position at Mars are on
generally the same side of the sun. Because of the high energy involved, a very large mass of
propellant is required. This class of mission would take approximately 1.6 years, with only
0.1 year on the Martian surface. In addition, it would require an extended period of time closer
to the sun than Earth's orbit on the return journey. 2 The increased particle radiation levels at
this distance from the sun would be hazardous to the astronauts and would require additional
shielding. The solar heat load to the vehicle would also be very high. This type of mission
also requires a high-energy aerocapture at Mars, submitting the astronauts to between 8 and 10
g of acceleration. It is for these reasons that a conjunction class mission was selected for
Project Minerva.
Conjunction class missions are close to minimum energy transfers, in which the
departure position of Earth and the arrival position of Mars are approximately on opposite sides
of the sun. The total mission time using a conjunction class trajectory is approximately 2.6
years. 2 The risks involved are longer radiation exposure and an extended period of zero
gravity for the astronauts. Solar radiation exposure will be limited, since the mission will
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remainoutsidetheEarth'sorbit at all times. In addition,thevehiclewill rotateaboutatetherto
providetheastronautswith artificial gravity.
The following windows, excessvelocities, and energy values for manned and
unmannedsegmentshavebeenspecifiedutilizing JetPropulsionLaboratorydata.6 Two types
of missionswill be flown, an unmannedflight followed by a mannedflight. The first
unmannedmissionwill departfrom Earthin 2001andthefirst mannedmissionwill departin
2003,asshownin Figs.3 and4. Thelaunchwindowshavebeenidentified by the minimum
departureenergy limits. The departureenergy,C3, is equalto the squareof the hyperbolic
excessvelocity. Thefirst mannedandunmannedflight windowsareassumedto belimited by
amaximumC3valueof 10km2/s2. For a near-minimumenergyconjunctionclassmission,
the launchwindow for theunmannedmissionopensMarch4, 2001andclosesApril 2, 2001.
For a minimum energytransfer,theunmanneddeparturedatewould occurMarch 19,2001,
with arrivalat Marson September10,2001. The arrivalwindow at Mars is from August 18,
2001 to October17,2001. The maximumhyperbolic excessvelocity for the given launch
windowis 6.3km/sat Martianarrivalandthecorrespondingmaximumentrancevelocityin the
Martianatmosphereat 100km altitudeis 7.95km/s.
The manned mission, as shown in Fig. 4, has a minimum departure C3 of
8.81 km2/s 2. The launch window for Earth departure, limited by a maximum C3 value of
10 km2/s 2, is from May 22, 2003 to June 22, 2003. The minimum C3 departure date from
Earth is June 7, 2003 with a Mars arrival date of December 25, 2003. The Mars arrival
window is from November 17, 2003 to January 27, 2004. The maximum arrival hyperbolic
excess velocity for the given launch window is 3.6 km/s. 6
The mission dates and Earth to Mars trajectory have been selected by performing trade
studies between the energy of the transfer orbit and the stay time on Mars. If minimum
energies for arrival at Mars and departure to Earth are used, the manned vehicle will arrive at
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Marson December25,2003andthereturn trip will beginonJune28, 2005. This resultsin a
totalsurfacetimeof 1.44years(526days),whichshouldbeampleto completeaconsiderable
amountof scientific experimentationandexploration. (The low energy windows for the
conjunction class missions discussed above allow a range of 1.35 to 1.55 years (493 to
566 days) of surface stay time).
The window for Mars departure with a maximum C3 of 14 km2/s 2 is June 17, 2005 to
July 9, 2005. For the return vehicle, the departure date from Mars for a minimum departure
energy is June 28, 2005, with an Earth arrival date of January 6, 2006. The Earth arrival
window is from December 28, 2005 to January 15, 2006. 7 The maximum Earth arrival
hyperbolic excess velocity for the given launch window is 3.6 km/s. The capture at Earth will
be similar to that used in the Apollo program, i.e., a ballistic reentry. The entrance velocity
will be 11.6 km/s2 at an altitude of 100 km. 7
1.4 DESIGN OF TRANSFER VEHICLES
1.4.1 UPPER STAGE/TMI BOOSTER VEHICLE
In addition to performing the burn to LEO, the upper stage also has the role of
performing as the TMI booster (see Fig. 5). It carries 105 tons of propellant for the TMI burn.
The upper stage also requires a propulsive system with a high thrust and high specific impulse.
To allow for redundancy and eliminate the possibility of a single point failure, at least two
engines need to be used. Pratt and Whitney's RL10-A4 and the Space Shuttle Main Engine
(SSME) were considered, but Japan's Mitsubishi LE-7 engine 8 was found to have the
characteristics most desirable for this mission.
This engine is'similar to the SSME but smaller, and is used as a first stage engine in the
Japanese H-2 launch vehicle. The LE-7 operates on a staged combustion cycle and has a
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vacuumthrustof 1180kN and vacuumspecificimpulseof 449 sec.8 It bums liquid oxygen
andliquid hydrogenat a ratioof 6:1. The LE-7 hasalreadybeendesigned,built, andtested,
andisscheduledfor first flight in 1993,afterwhich it will becomeavailablein theU.S.
The upperstage/TMIboosterhasa diameterof 8.2 m and a length of 29.4 m. The
payload fairing length of the Antares VII is increased by 5 m to accommodatethis
configuration. A dockingmechanismis attachedto thetopof theTMI stageviaastubadapter.
An orbital maneuveringsystem(OMS) is usedfor the orbital circularization and
rendezvousmaneuvers.TheOMSandreactioncontrolsystemsaresimilar to thoseusedonthe
SpaceShuttle.
1.4.2 UNMANNED MARS TRANSFER VEHICLE
The mission requires that two types of vehicles be placed safely on the surface of Mars.
The first vehicle sent is the unmanned Mars transfer vehicle (UMTV), shown in Fig. 6. The
UMTV has a diameter of 9.1 m and a height of 32.0 m. At the base (in stowed position) the
aerobrake is folded up against the vehicle with an effective diameter of 11.1 m. The vehicle
consists of the ERV stage atop the UMTV descent stage. The ERV contains a habitat in which
the astronauts live during the return trip to Earth. Centered in the middle of the ERV habitat is
the Earth Re-entry Module (ERM). The astronauts and their payload re-enter the Earth's
atmosphere in the ERM, while the ERV detaches and continues on its hyperbolic trajectory
back out to deep space. Below the habitat are two hemispherical propellant tanks which will
carry 96 tons of methane and oxygen that the propellant production unit will make on the
Martian surface. The ERV sits atop the UMTV and has a height of 20 m, including its 5.5 m
long nose cone, and a diameter of 9.1 m. The ERV is attached to the UMTV by studs and
pyrotechnic separation nuts so that the two vehicles can be separated just prior to launch of the
ERV.
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Thepayloadbaycomprisesthemainsectionof theUMTV, andhousestheunmanned
rover, scienceequipment,and propellantproduction unit. The latter is shielded from the
ERV's exhaust when it leaves Mars by means of Shuttle-like tiles. Protecting the unit will
enable it to be used in subsequent missions, should the need arise. The UMTV also carries
eight tons of hydrogen, six for propellant production and two for descent maneuvers. The
oxygen required for landing is contained in the ERV LOX tank and is piped to the two descent
engines in the UMTV. Using this tank for both descent and take-off reduces the vehicle mass.
Table 1 lists the mass breakdown of major unmanned system components.
Table 1 Mass breakdown of unmanned transfer vehicle.
SYSTEM COMPONENT Mass (ton)
Earth Return Vehicle
Structure of Payload Bay and Engine Supports
Propellant for Landing (LH2 & LOX)
Hydrogen Feed Stock
Propellant Tanks
Aerobrake
Power Supply
Propellant Manufacturing Unit
Retro-Rocket System for Martian Descent
Piping and Wiring
Reaction Control System
Unmanned Rover
Science Equipment
18.0
10.0
10.0
6.0
3.0
9.0
7.6
2.0
0.7
1.0
0.5
1.0
0.5
TOTAL 6 9.3
1.4.3 EARTH RE-ENTRY MODULE
Re-entering the entire ERV into the Earth's atmosphere at the end of the mission would
incur unacceptable mass penalties. This consequence led to the concept of using a smaller
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Earthre-entrymodule(ERM)just large enough for the astronauts and any returning Martian
samples. The ERM is similar to the command module of the Apollo lunar missions, however,
it is based on a Boeing design capable of returning four astronauts. 9 Prior to re-entry at Earth
it separates from the ERV. Two small solid rockets located on the ERV provide sufficient AV
to the ERV so that its trajectory does not overlap that of the ERM. After re-entering with the
use of an ablator heat shield and deployable parachutes, the ERM splashes down for a water
recovery. The ERV remains in a hyperbolic trajectory, continuing back out into deep space.
(It is not desirable to have the ERV re-enter and break up in the atmosphere because of the
danger of scattering plutonium from its dynamic isotope power system).
The ERM re-entry velocity is 11.6 km/sec and is comparable to that of the Apollo
missions. It has a ballistic coefficient of 280 kg/m 2, L/D of 0.5, and an angle of attack of 25
degrees. This type of design was chosen due to its cross range capability, simple structure,
and reliable recovery method (water landing). The shield is made of a brazed stainless steel
honeycomb and tidied with an ablative type carbon-carbon composite.
1.4.4 MARS DESCENT AND EARTH RETURN ENGINES
The UMTV, as well as the MTV, use retrorockets for final descent after atmospheric
entry at Mars. The engines required to successfully complete this part of the mission must be
highly reliable. This requirement is satisfied by the Pratt and Whitney RL 10A-4 engine, due to
its simple cycle and conservative design. As for the reliability of the engine, "the RL10 has
accumulated over 20 hours of operation in space; 174 engines have produced 282 in-space
firings without a single engine failure, and the engine has demonstrated the highest reliability of
any operational liquid rocket engine." 10 The two RL10A-4 engines used for the descent stage
use LOX/LH2 as propellant. These engines have a specific impulse of 449 sec, a thrust of 185
kN, and a mass of 167.8 kg each. In addition, the ERV uses four RL10A-4's modified to
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burn LOX/LCH4 propellant,which incursareductionin specificimpulseto 376secand an
increasein enginemassto 363kg.10
1.4.5 MANNED TRANSFER VEHICLE
The Manned Transfer Vehicle (Fig. 7) is similar to the UMTV, except that instead of an
ERV there is the habitat which houses the astronauts enroute to Mars and on the Martian
surface. In the MTV payload bay are carried the manned rover, more science equipment, and
three more tons of hydrogen for additional propellant production on Mars. The manned vehicle
has a height of 15.6 m and a diameter of 9.1 m (not including the aerobrake, which is similar
to that of the UMTV). Table 2 shows the mass breakdown of the major system components.
Table 2 Mass breakdown of manned transfer vehicle.
SYSTEM COMPONENT Mass (ton)
Habitat 28.0
Structure of payload bay and engine supports 5.0
Propellant for landing 10.0
Propellant Tanks 3.5
Aerobrake 9.0
Power on Mars 2.0
Manned Rover 3.0
Science Equipment 1: 5
Reaction Control System 0.5
Retro-Rocket System 0.7
Piping and Wiring 1.0
Tether 2.0
Hydrogen 3.0
TOTAL 6 9.2
Artificial gravity is provided during the manned voyage from Earth to Mars by tethering
the MTV to the expended TMI booster in a "dumbbell" configuration, as shown in Fig. 8,
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usinga 2.5km tethermadefrom Spectra1000. Theentiresystemis designedto rotateat one
RPM which produces0.4 g, approximatelythe sameasthe gravity on Mars. Without this
artificialgravity,thecrewwould requiresignificantrecoverytimeuponarrivalto Mars.
The habitat module and TMI boosterare rigidly connectedduring the TMI burn.
Immediatelyafter this burn,the MTV separatesfrom thespentTMI stage,rotates180°, and
attachesto thetethermechanismon theTMI stage. Subsequently, the tether is deployed using
a tension control device to prevent tether snap oscillations. The reorientation of the MTV
before deployment keeps the apparent artificial gravity force vector in the same direction as
during engine firing and aerobraking. Prior to entry into Mars' orbit, the tether and spent TMI
booster are detached. A tether system is not used on the ERV for the return journey to Earth,
since the crew will have plenty of time to recover from the effects of - 180 days of zero gravity
once they are back on Earth.
1.4.6 HABITAT
The MTV habitat is designed to shelter four astronauts on the two-year mission. This
crew size was selected to provide the minimum psychological stress to individual crew
members, while keeping life support requirements manageable and realizable. The MTV
habitat provides the four astronauts with a safe, "shirt-sleeve" environment in which to live and
work. In addition, all systems are closed and self-supporting (see Fig. 9). To these ends, it
uses chemical regeneration systems instead of biological systems. Chemical systems have
been proven reliable in the past and are well understood, whereas biological systems, although
very promising, are not yet scaled for such long term missions. 11
To protect the crew from harmful radiation and space debris, the MTV has galactic
cosmic radiation and meteor shielding. Solar flare and radiation belt protection comes from a
special water jacket that surrounds the airlock and can be filled when needed. Another
consideration which influences the design of the MTV is the effect of zero gravity. Without
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artificial gravity thecrewwould requiresignificantrecoverytime uponarrival at Mars. This
concernled to thedesignof thetethersystem,describedearlier,to provideartificial gravityat
0.4g.
Thehabitatlevelon theMTV hasafloor areaof 51m2andconsistsof eight rooms,as
shownin Fig. 10. The MTV hasone3.51m2 stateroomfor eachmemberof thecrew. The
stateroomshaveafold-out bed,deskandchair,storagespacefor personalitemsandclothing,
and a small window. The bathroomis equalin size to a stateroomandhousesthe shower,
toilet, andlaundryequipment.Thescienceroom(11.4m2) is themain controlcenterfor the
MTV. In addition, it containsthe analysis lab usedto perform experimentson Martian
samples. The airlock is wherethe astronautswill seeksafety during solar particle events
(SPE),in whichcasea waterjacketaroundtheairlock is filled, asnotedabove.
Once on Mars, the crew will use the airlock to enter the rover or payload bay
(seeFig. 7). Theairlock is the samesizeasa stateroom(3.51m2) andcontainsa three-day
foodsupplyfor thecrewduringaSPE. Thehealthroom(11.4m2)will enabletheastronauts
to exercise,conductbiological andspace-flightexperiments,andusemedicalequipmentand
supplies.Thecommonsarea(7.68m2) is in thecenterof theMTV habitatlevel andcontains
thecookingfacilities,theship'slibrary, and the table and chairs.
1.5 AEROBRAKE
The aerobrake is an integral part of both the manned and unmanned missions. The
aerobrake geometry selected is a blunt body with low lift to drag (L/D) ratio. It serves to slow
the incoming craft at Mars and ensure capture, and to provide thermal protection of the craft
within its wake zone. The aerobrake is folded up like an umbrella around the TMI stage during
launch from Earth (see Fig. 11). It is opened and locked firmly into place in LEO, before the
journey to Mars is initiated.
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Thedeployedaerobrake(Fig. 12)hasasymmetricmodifiedconicalshapewith a cone
half-angleof 60°. Themiddlesectionis asphericalshapewith a radiusof curvatureof 9.1m.
This aerobrakehasacoefficientof dragof 1.8andalift-to-dragratioof approximately0.5.
Thecross-sectionaldiameterof theaerobrakeis 22.5m (with 6.7m extendedoutward
fromthevehicle),providingatotalcross-sectionalareaof 398m2. Protectingtheentirevehicle
by having it within the aerobrake's25° wake anglewould have required a much larger,
extremelyheavyaerobrake.Instead,protectionoutsidethewakezoneis providedby thermal
tile shieldingon thevehicle,asshownin Fig. 12.
1.5.1 HEAT SHIELDING
For the unmanned mission a heating rate of approximately 35.2 W/cm 2 will exist at the
stagnation point. The manned mission will have a heating rate of approximately 15.7 W/cm 2.
To withstand these heating rates both missions will use AETB-8 (Alumina Enhanced Thermal
Barrier) 12 which can withstand heat fluxes up to 53.4 W/cm 2. This material has a density of
approximately 128 kg/m 3 and will result in a heat shielding mass of 1800 kg. The upper part
of the vehicle not shielded by the aerobrake is protected by Shuttle tiles, as noted earlier.
1.5.2 STRUCTURE AND OPERATION
The aerobrake is stored against the side of the spacecraft during Earth launch in a
flower petal format. The aerobrake consists of eight identical "petals" that are folded around
the transfer vehicle (see Fig. 11). Each petal has four main support struts, four radial ribs, and
two sets of circumferential members to provide rigidity. In LEO the aerobrake is deployed by
opening up the petals by means of the main support struts, fastening the petals together, and
locking the support struts into place. The aerobrake doors for the retro-rocket engines, located
at the bottom of the spacecraft, are then tested to ensure all systems are operating properly. A
manual override system for the aerobrake doors is provided on the manned spacecraft in the
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eventof mechanicalfailure. Theaerobrakepetalsarediscardedwhentheretro-rocketsarefired
at Marsandfall awayfrom thevehicle. Themain supportstrutsare thenloweredto provide
landinglegsfor thevehicle.
Thestructuralcomponentsof theaerobrakearemadeof Graphite/Epoxy(fiber volume
of 55%) which hasa densityof 1490kg/m3. This compositehasa very low coefficient of
thermalexpansion(-0.36x 10-6K-l) which is necessarybecausethe aerobrakeexperiences
high heatingrates.Theaerobrakestructurewasdesignedto withstand8.3g deceleration.For
minimal displacements,diametersof 20cm for themain tubularsupportstrutsand 10cm for
theotherstructuralelementsareneededto provideadequaterigidity. A thin graphite/epoxy
sheetattachedto analuminumhoneycombcorecoversthestructuralmembersof theaerobrake;
to this is attachedthe heatshieldingmaterial. The overallmassof the aerobrake,including
structure,heatshielding,andthermaltilesonthevehiclebody,is approximately9000kg.
1.5.3 AEROCAPTURE
Upon completing the transfer orbit to Mars, both the manned and unmanned missions
will make a first close pass within the Martian atmosphere (at approximately 50 km and 45 km,
respectively) to ensure aerocapture into a highly elliptical 24.6 hour, one Martian day orbit
(MDO). The altitude for this first pass is determined by the hyperbolic excess velocity. The
manned mission, with a lower hyperbolic excess velocity, needs to pass through less
atmosphere than the higher energy unmanned mission. The corridor height, which is similarly
defined by hyperbolic excess velocity, defines the acceptable margin of error in periapsis
altitude for a given mission pass: The manned mission has a corridor height of approximately
55 krn, whereas the unmanned mission has a 25 km corridor. 13
After this initial aerobrake at a close altitude a small adjustment burn is made at apoapsis
to raise the periapsis to 250 kin. This one MDO matches the rotation period of the planet and
has an apoapsis radius of 37,180 km (see Fig. 13). The MDO is not a necessity, but a
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precautionarymeasuretoensurethatall equipmentis functioningproperlyprior to descentand
thatthe landingsite is confirmedto beclearof duststormsandlargeboulders. It is unlikely
that theaerobrakewould suffer anyatmosphericdust-relateddamage,evenduring the close
first pass. Duststormeffectsarebelievedto occuronly at altitudesbelow40 km, which is
belowthefirst passaltitudefor bothmissions.14
Descentfor bothmissionsis initiated by a small impulsive retro-burnat apoapsisto
reducetheperiapsisaltitudefrom 250km to analtitudewithin theatmosphereagain. Although
boththemannedandunmannedspacecraftcouldthendescenddirectly to theMartiansurface,
theyareplacedintoasecondellipticalorbit in orderto launchasmallcommunicationsatellite
into aMarssynchronouscircularorbit at 20,406km radius. This orbit allowscommunication
betweenthe habitatandthe roverwhile on Mars. Insertionof the satellite into this orbit is
accomplishedby a small booster.After thesatelliteis deployedthespacecraftmakesa final
periapsispassanddescendsat anangleof attackof 10° belowthelocalhorizontal.
1.6 GUIDANCE, COMMUNICATIONS, AND
CONTROLS
The tasks of communication, navigation, guidance and control of a mission such as this
encompass a wide range of requirements, constraints, objectives, and solutions, some of
which are unique to this mission. One such requirement is the need for artificial gravity during
the outbound leg of the manned mission. The solution, as already stated, is to tether the
manned Mars transfer vehicle (MTV) to the spent TMI booster, and slowly spin the vehicles
about the center of mass. Although this poses some difficulties, especially for the onboard
navigation and control, it requires no new technologies. In fact, most of our objectives are
achieved with existing off-the-shelf systems.
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1.6.1 LANDING CAPABILITIES
The manned MTV must land relatively close to the previous unmanned landing site,
where the fully fueled ERV is waiting. The MTV will be carrying a rover with a 500 km
radius of operation or a one way range of 1000 km that, if necessary, can transport the
astronauts to the Earth return vehicle (ERV). A "homing" beacon at the unmanned site will
help guide the MTV to the landing site. Control during entry is provided by attitude thrusters
that adjust the angle of attack of the vehicle.
1.6.2 COMMUNICATION
Guidance and navigation of both the outbound and return trips will be made possible
with the use of the Deep Space Network (DSN)I5 and onboard guidance control systems that
will work in conjunction with the DSN. The onboard system includes navigation devices such
as Sun and star sensors, rate-integrating gyros for attitude determination, and computer
systems that continually check and compare the trajectory of the vehicle against the desired
trajectory.
The DSN will also form the backbone of our communication scheme. A high gain
antenna will be in constant contact with the DSN, allowing communication and data
transmission to occur at all times.
The small communication satellite, deployed at Mars during the aerobraking maneuver,
will allow the habitat to communicate with the manned and unmanned rovers during
excursions. It will also be used as an emergency communication link between the habitat and
Earth during the periodic 12.5 hour black-outs that occur when the habitat is not in a direct line
of sight with Earth.
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1.7 POWER SYSTEMS
The MTV and ERV power needs are supplied by Dynamic Isotope Power Systems
(DIPS). Each DIPS system consists of a spherical plutonium dioxide (238puO2) heat source
surrounded by a tungsten gamma ray shield. The gamma ray shield is, in turn, surrounded by
a lithium hydride neutron shield. Two Stifling engines are connected to the spherical (4n) heat
source/radiation shield assembly by heat pipes. Waste heat is taken from the Stirling engines
by a pumped loop heat exchange system which is connected to the spacecraft's heat pipe
radiators, located on the outer cylindrical wall.
Table 3 DIPS characteristics.
Number of DIPS
Output Power per DIPS
Thermal Power (BOL)
Thermal Power (EOL)
Total Output Power
Total Thermal Power (BOL)
Total Thermal Power (EOL)
Operating Lifetime
Stirling Engines
Stirlin_ Engine Efficiency'
Mass per DIPS(kg)
Shield and Heat Source Mass
Stirling Engines
Radiator Mass
Structural Mass
MTV UMTV
1 3
15 kWe 20 kWe
54 kWt 108 kWt
50 kWt 100 kWt
15 kWe 60 kWe
54 kWt 216 kWt
50 kWt 200 kWt
10 years 10 years
2 6
30% 30%
1250 1550
240 320
300 400
210 280
Total 2000 2550
Total Power System Mass 2000 7650
(BOL) - Beginning of Life
(EOL) - End Of Life
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Heat is generatedby theplutonium dioxide throughradioactivedecay. The harmful
decayproductsareweakgammaraysandneutrons.The gammaraysareblockedby thethin
layer of tungstenandthe neutronsareblockedby the substantiallythicker lithium hydride
shield. EachDIPS is designedsothat thecrew will receiveno morethan 10 remsper year
from thePuO2decay.16
EachDIPS hastwo Stirling enginesfor redundancy.Normally, the two Stirlings will
run at 50% power, but in the event that one fails, the remaining Stirring engine can run at 100%
power and supply the vehicle with the power it needs. Table 3 shows the characteristics of the
15 and 20 kWe DIPS for the manned and unmanned spacecraft, respectively.
1.8 IN-SITU PROPELLANT PRODUCTION
In-situ propellant production is used to produce the propellant needed for the ERV
because of its huge mass savings. Taking hydrogen to Mars on the unmanned spacecraft
allows all propellant for the return trip to be produced before the astronauts leave Earth. The
ERV uses methane/LOX engines because of the ease in producing methane by combining
hydrogen with the Martian atmosphere, which is mostly carbon dioxide (CO2). The unmanned
spacecraft carries the propellant production unit to make methane and oxygen at Mars. Table 4
shows the major characteristics of the propellant production system.
Methane and oxygen are produced by utilizing already proven technologies: an
enhanced Sabatier type reaction and electrolysis (see Fig 14).17 The Sabatier process produces
methane by the reaction CO2+4H2=>CH4+2H20. The electrolysis process produces oxygen
by: 2H20=>2H2+O2. The methane and oxygen are produced and then liquefied and pumped
into storage tanks on the ERV.
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Thepropellantmanufacturingunit is singly redundant.Two identicalchemicalplants
will runat 50% capacity,but in theeventthat onefails, theremainingonewill run at 100%,
producingthepropellantin theallottedtime(beforethemannedmissionleavesEarth).
Table4 Propellantproductioncharacteristics.
TotalPropellantProduced
Fuel(Methane)
Oxidizer(Oxygen)
ERVMixtureRatio(massratio)
ProductionTime
PowerRequired
Initial H2 Feedstock(from Earth)
100tons
22 tons
78 tons
3.5:1
550 days
60kWe
6 tons
1.5
,Prooellant, Plant Mass tons
All the propellant can be produced from a feed stock of 5.5 tons of H2. Six tons are
taken from Earth to account for boil-off during the Mars transfer. The manned mission will
take three more tons of hydrogen for the production of propellant for the manned rover, which
also runs on methane and oxygen.
1.9 ROVERS AND ROBOTICS
On any mission aimed at the exploration of Mars, it is desirable to collect samples and
conduct experiments at a wide variety of sites. To do this, Project Minerva has a group of four
rovers designed to facilitate a detailed exploration of the Martian surface.
1.9.1 UNMANNED ROVER
The unmanned rover (Fig. 15) has a mass of 750 kg and is powered by a
methane/oxygen internal combustion engine. Its dimensions are 3.5 m long, 2.5 m wide, and
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1.5m high, with amaximumgroundclearanceof 65cm. Thepayloadbedcanbe tilted fore
and aft to facilitate loadingand unloadingof cargo. The rover hasa maximumradius of
explorationof 200km. Beforethe mannedspacecraftarrives,the rover will deployseismic
detectorsand survey the Martian terrain. The unmannedrover will also havethe task of
transferringtheextrahydrogenbroughtby themannedvehicleto thepropellantmanufacturing
unit of the unmannedvehicle. This extrahydrogenis for mannedandunmannedroveruse
duringthe 1.44yearstaytimeonMars. Afterwards,theunmannedroverwill primarily actas
a"mothership" for thehopperandminirover. It will beableto beteleoperatedfrom boththe
mannedroverandhabitat.
1.9.2 MANNED ROVER
The manned rover (Fig. 16) is the prime instrument used in the exploration of the
Martian surface. This rover is capable of taking core samples to a depth of 10 m, delivering
scientific experiments, collecting samples, and performing limited sample analysis. Powered
by a 35 kW methane/oxygen internal combustion engine, the rover has the capability of
traversing 1000 km with a maximum radius of exploration of 500 km. The manned rover has a
ground clearance of 1 m.
With a dry mass of only 2250 kg, the manned rover provides a versatile tool for the
exploration of Mars. The shirt-sleeve environment of the rover can accommodate two
astronauts for up to two weeks and has an emergency back-up capability of supporting all four
astronauts for up to a week. An airlock located at the rear of the rover allows easy access to the
MTV habitat, through the ceiling airlock door, and to the surface of Mars through the back
airlock door. The manned rover stores its life support end products for processing and
distillation at the habitat.
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1.9.3 HOPPER
The hopper (Fig. 17) travels to inaccessible regions of Mars via ballistic trajectories and
soft landings. The hopper has a dry mass of 250 kg and is powered by an 8000 N
methane/oxygen, pressure-fed rocket engine. It has a nominal round trip range of 15 km. The
hopper can accommodate the mini rover or a single bucket seat on its payload bed. This will
allow the minirover or an astronaut to journey where the manned rover cannot. The
dimensions of the hopper are 2.1 m long, 1.6 m wide, and 1.25 m high.
1.9.4 MINI ROVER
The mini rover, which has a three-section articulated design, has a mass of 50 kg, and
is powered by rechargeable nickel hydride batteries, which give it a range of about 2 km,
depending on the terrain. The dimensions are 1.5 m long, 1 m wide, and 0.8 m high. It has 6
conical shaped wheels, allowing a high level of mobility. It can be used to scout around the
outside of the habitat, to piggyback aboard the unmanned rover for remote scouting, or as the
primary payload of the hopper for reaching normally inaccessible areas of Mars.
1.10 MARS SCIENCE
While the overall mission rationale is to explore Mars, potential landing sites had to be
determined and a scientific payload package put together. In late 1992, Mars Observer will
begin its mission to further explore Mars robotically. Minerva will seek to increase the
knowledge of Mars, as well as to provide manned exploration of the "Red Planet."
The ideal landing site was determined by the number of scientific questions that could
be answered, the safety of landing, and the establishment of a site near the equator to facilitate
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aneasierorbital insertion. The four sitesconsideredwere the LunaePlanum,the Mangala
Vallis, theChrysePlanitia,andtheArgyrePlanitiaregions(seeFig. 18).
The primary site is located on the southern edge of the Lunae Planum, so that the rovers
can reach the Juventae Chasma and the Ophir Chasma, which are within the Vallis Marineris.
Figure 19 shows the Lunae Planum ideal landing site. The area also offers possible river
basins and cratered areas. 18 Goals relating to site selection are the determination of elemental
composition, tectonic activity (past or present), geologic/morphologic studies, and
exobiological analysis. The existence of carbonates would give evidence of past life and that
liquid water once existed on Mars.
The scientific package includes field equipment, exobiology and geoscience measuring
instruments of various types, and sample collection containers for both field use and for
possible Earth return. 19 Also included are astronomical instruments to be used during the
space flight to Mars.
1.11 ECONOMICS
The mission model for the Minerva project is based on an assumed eight-year Mars
• exploration initiative. The eight year initiative begins with an unmanned mission to Mars in
2001, followed two years later by a manned and an additional unmanned mission. This launch
procedure is then repeated every two years for eight years, resulting in a total of four
unmanned and four manned missions to Mars (see Fig. 1). This model is assumed to end after
eight years for cost analysis purposes but could continue as long as desired.
The vehicle costs have been broken down into three categories: Research and
Development (R&D), Production Costs, and Operations and Support (O&S). The vehicle
costs are the costs necessary to produce the number of launch vehicles required. A cost was
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estimatedfor eachof thesecategoriesona peryearbasis,basedon previousmissions. The
R&D costswereassumedto last for 28yearsandtheO&S costswereassumedto last for 18
years,while the productioncostswere calculatedon a per vehiclebasis. The total for the
vehiclecostsamountsto $11.7billion.
The unmannedmissioncostswerecalculatedby dividing the mission into different
componentsandestimatingthecostbasedonpreviousspacesystems.The unmanned mission
also contains its own R&D and O&S costs. These costs are also assumed to last for 28 and 18
years respectively. A cost was then estimated for each of these categories and the amount was
summed. The total for the unmanned mission vehicle costs amounts to $23.3 billion.
The manned mission costs were estimated based on the same method as the unmanned
mission, allowing for differences in components. These costs were also assumed to last for 28
and 18 years, respectively. The total for the manned mission amounts to $21.5 billion.
Table 5 Total mission cost in billions of dollars.
Vehicle Unmanned Manned Total
Mission 1 2.9 6.9 5.4 $15.3
Mission 2 2.9 5.4 4.4 $13.2
Mission 3 2.9 5.4 4.4 $13.2
Mission 4 2.9 5.4 4.4 $13.2
Total $ 5 5
By summing these costs we can come up with a total mission cost. The total cost for
our eight year Mars Exploration Initiative is $55 billion (see Table 5). This cost is
considerably lower than other manned Mars missions suggested by NSC. 20
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AntaresI
AntaresVII
C3
CO
DIPS
DMRE
DSN
EOL
ERM
ERV
EVA
g
HGA
HLLV
Isp
IMU
KSC
LEO
LGA
LMO
LOX
MDO
MOR
MSO
MTV
NOMENCLATURE
Single Antares launch vehicle
Seven unit Antares launch vehicle configuration
Departure energy (equal to the square of the hyperbolic excess velocity)
Carbon monoxide
Dynamic isotope power system
Dual mixture ratio engine
Deep space network
End of life
Earth re-entry module
Earth return vehicle
Extra vehicular activity
Acceleration on Earth (9.8 m/s 2)
High gain antenna
Heavy Lift Launch Vehicle
Specific Impulse
Inertial measuring unit
Kennedy Space Center
Low Earth Orbit
Low gain antenna
Low Mars Orbit
Liquid oxygen
Martian day orbit
Mars Orbit Rendezvous
Mars synchronous orbit
Mars Transfer Vehicle
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NASA
NSC
PuO2
RIG
SEI
SOP
SSTO
TMI
UMTV
DV
V_D
V
_,A
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
National Space Council
Plutonium Oxide
Rate integrating gyro
Space Exploration Initiative
Supplemental oxygen production
Single Stage to Orbit
Trans - Mars Injection
Unmanned Mars Transfer Vehicle
Velocity increment for departure at Earth
Departure hyperbolic excess velocity
Arrival hyperbolic excess velocity
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2.1 INTRODUCTION
(Natasha Hanks)
Following the Mars Direct scenario outlined in Section 1 [1], a manned vehicle and an
unmanned vehicle will depart from Earth every two years. Mission windows for the first
unmanned mission in 2001 and the first manned mission in 2003 have been specified utilizing
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory's plots of departure energy, hyperbolic excess velocity and time
of flight [2]. Given departure and arrival dates, these plots, referred to as "pork chop" plots
because of their appearance, define trajectory variables for the outbound and inbound orbits.
The trajectory data obtained is based on elliptical, non-coplanar, "real" orbits. The options for
the outbound transfer trajectory are opposition and conjunction class missions.
Although the quickest round trip time to Mars would be an opposition class mission,
there are many drawbacks to that type of trajectory. An opposition class mission is def'med as
a high energy trajectory in which the departure position of Earth and arrival position of Mars
are generally on the same side of the sun. Because of the large AV required, a greater mass of
propellant is required. This class of mission would take approximately 1.4 years round trip,
with only 0.1 year on the Martian surface.[1] In addition, it would require an extended period
of time in the inner solar system on the return journey, closer to the sun than the Earth's orbit.
The particle radiation levels at this solar proximity would result in increased risks to the
astronauts and the heat load to the vehicle would be significantly higher. In addition, the high-
energy aerocaptures at Mars and Earth would submit the astronauts to as high as 8 to I0 g. It
can be seen, therefore, that a number of limiting and dangerous factors exist for opposition
class missions.J2]
For this project, a conjunction class mission has been chosen for both the unmanned
and manned flights to and from Mars. Conjunction class missions are close to minimum
energy orbits in which the departure position of the vehicle at Earth and the arrival position at
Mars are approximately on opposite sides of the sun. The total mission time for a conjunction
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class trajectory is on the order of 2.7 yearswith 1.4 yearson the surface [1]. The risks
involved are longer radiation exposureand an extendedperiod of zero gravity for the
astronauts.To limit theradiationexposure,themissionchosenwill remainoutsidetheEarth's
orbit at all times. In addition,the vehiclewill rotateabouta tetherto providetheastronauts
withartificial gravity.
2.2 MISSION WINDOWS
(Natasha Hanks, Bryan Johnson, Brian Thill)
The first unmanned mission will depart in 2001 and the first manned mission will
depart in 2003. The launch windows have been identified from the minimum energy limits
represented in the "pork chop" plots [3,4]. These plots are called this because of their
remarkable resemblance to the item of the same name. These plots are designed for non-
coplanar, elliptical, "real" orbits. Use of these plots limit the accuracy of the hyperbolic excess
speed at arrival to two decimal places. The departure energy, C3, is equal to the square of the
hyperbolic excess velocity and both flight windows are arbitrarily defined by a maximum C 3
value of 10 km2/s 2 (see Fig. 2.1).
Windows of departure and arrival dates for the unmanned mission are based on the
range of departure energy (C 3) from the "pork chop" plots [3]. For a minimum energy
transfer, the unmanned departure date will occur March 19, 2001, with arrival at Mars on
September 10, 2001 for a flight time of 6 months. This is equivalent to a Hohmann Transfer,
with C 3 equal to 8.634 kmE/s 2. For a near minimum energy conjunction class mission, the
launch window for the unmanned mission opens March 4, 2001 and closes April 2, 2001. The
arrival window at Mars for this flight is from August 18, 2001 to October 17, 2001 as
portrayed in Fig. 2.2. The flight trajectory is represented in Fig. 2.3 where the planets'
locations were obtained from an orbital program (Voyager, version 1.2). An alternative
method of plotting orbital trajectories is presented in Appendix A.
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The minimum energyoutboundtrajectory for the unmannedmissionhasa Martian
arrival hyperbolicexcessspeedof 3.6km/s.Themaximumhyperbolicexcessvelocity for the
givenlaunchwindowwill be6.3km/satMartianarrival. Fordesignconsiderations,including
Martianaerocapture,themaximumvaluewill beused,inorderto beconservative.
For themannedmission,theminimumdepartureenergy,C3,isequalto 8.810km2/s2.
The correspondingdeparturedatefrom Earth is June7, 2003 with a Mars arrival date of
December25, 2003(ChristmasDay). The launchwindow for Earthdepartureis from May
22, 2003 to June22, 2003 and the Mars arrival window is from November 17, 2003 to
January27,2004[3] asshownin Fig. 2.4 andFig. 2.5.
The minimum energy outboundtrajectory for the mannedmission hasan arrival
hyperbolicexcessspeedof 2.7km/s. Themaximumarrivalhyperbolicexcessvelocity for the
given launchwindow is 3.6 km/sfor themannedmission. Again,for designconsiderations,
includingMartianaerocapture,themaximumvaluewill beused.
For thereturnvehicle,thedeparturedatefrom Marsfor a minimumdepartureenergy
C3of 13.56km2/s2 is June 28, 2005 and the Earth arrival date is January6, 2006. The
window for Mars departure,with anupperlimit C3of 14km2/s 2, is from June 17, 2005 to
July 9, 2005. The Earth arrival window is from December 28, 2005 to January 15, 2006 [4],
as shown in Fig. 2.6 and Fig. 2.7.
The minimum energy inbound trajectory for the manned mission has an Earth arrival
hyperbolic excess speed of 2.9 km/s. The maximum Earth arrival hyperbolic excess velocity
for the given launch window is 3.6 km/s. Again, for design considerations the maximum
value will be used.
It should be noted that in the "pork chop" plots [3] the mission window for the
minimum Earth arrival hyperbolic excess speed is different from the window for the minimum
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departureenergyfrom Mars. Sincethesedatesdiffer, the launchwindow selectedfor this
project is definedby the minimum departureenergy,C3, insteadof the minimum arrival
hyperbolic excessspeed. Departureenergy,C3, hasbeengiven priority over hyperbolic
excessspeedin definingwindowsfor thismissionbecausedefiningthewindow by minimum
arrival hyperbolicexcessspeedwould requirea significantlyhigherdepartureenergyin most
cases.
2.3 MISSION OVERVIEW
2.3.1 EARTH LAUNCH
(Natasha Hanks, Bryan Johnson, Brian Thill)
The first set of launches for both the unmanned and manned segments, will use an
Antares VII [5] as a sub-orbital first stage booster to deliver an upper stage into a circular
parking orbit. This upper stage will provide the propellant and propulsive system for the trans-
Mars injection (TMI) burn. The second set of launches will involve an Antares VII launch
from Earth to deliver a Mars Transfer Vehicle (MTV) that will rendezvous and dock with the
upper stage/TMI booster in the same 300 km circular orbit. From this orbit the TMI burn will
take place, sending the MTV into a hyperbolic escape trajectory. All Antares VII boosters will
be launched from the Kennedy Space Center and result in a 150 km by 300 km elliptical orbit at
a 28.5 ° inclination to the Earth's equator. Due to rate of orbital decay and time between Antares
VII launches, this elliptical orbit will be circularized at 300 km. Details are provided in
Section 3.0.
2.3.2 EARTH ESCAPE
(Natasha Hanks, Bryan Johnson, Brian Thill)
From the 300 km circular orbit, a single propulsive burn will insert the vehicle into a
hyperbolic Earth escape trajectory, as shown in Fig. 2.8. The burn can be modeled as
impulsive because the chemical rocket expends its propellant over a relatively short time. The
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AV for departure is determined using the maximum departure energy, C 3. For the given
launch window, AV is 3.649 km/s as calculated below.
Using the mechanical energy equation [6]:
Vl -'4V2,D4-2_tE/rl
r_ =h)+r E
V_,D -'_3 (2.1)
where: I-rE= gravitational parameter of Earth = 3.986 x 105 km3/s 2 [3]
r1 = injection radius = 6678 km
hi = injection altitude = 300 km
rE = radius of Earth = 6378 km [3]
V_ D = departure hyperbolic excess velocity
VI = injection velocity
The following velocities are calculated for a C3 of 10 km2/s2:
V_.D =3.162 km/s
VI = I 1.374 km/s
Using the equation for the velocity of an object in a circular orbit [5]:
Vcs= gr_
where: rcs = radius of circular orbit = 300 km + rE
Vcs = spacecraft velocity in circular orbit
It is found that the velocity of the spacecraft in LEO is:
(2.2)
V = 7.726 km/s
cs
The propulsive burn, AVe, made at low Earth orbit (LEO) is calculated as follows:
AV I = V I ° Vcs (2.3)
AV_ = 3.649 km/s
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2.3.3 EARTH-MARS HELIOCENTRIC TRANSFER
(Natasha Hanks, Brian Thill)
The pork chop plots have eliminated the need to directly calculate the intricacies of the
heliocentric transfer orbits. However, for purposes of mission planning it is important to
understand the details of this phase of the mission. It is especially important to understand the
definition of the design variables available to the astrodynamics group, and how they affect the
parameters of the mission. Therefore, an increasingly complex investigation of the orbital
trajectories, and the trends that they follow is necessary to make informed design decisions.
For the purpose of recognizing and charting these trends, the following analysis has been
developed.
The initial analysis is not complex: all planetary orbits are assumed to be both circular
and coplanar. The model begins with the propellant mass (mp) expended in a single impulsive
bum from LEO. Values have been given in terms of propellant masses rather than the more
traditional AV's since the mass values are more intuitive and more easily applied to the design
problem. Knowing the initial mass of the vehicle in LEO, 187,000 kg (see Section 3), the
specific impulse (449 sec), and Earth's surface gravity (9.81 rn/s2), the rocket equation can be
used to determine the AV for the initial propellant mass:
AV =gE'Isp'ln( "m--° /
_m o - mp
mo = initial spacecraft mass
mp = propellant mass
Isp = specific impulse
gE= gravity at Earth's surface = 9.81 x 10 .3 krn/s 2
AV = velocity increment for a given bum
(2.4)
The initial velocity at the time of propellant burn is equal to the circular velocity of the
300 km low Earth orbit, 7.726 km/sec, as noted earlier.
2.6
Theradiusof theEarth'ssphereof influence,rse,
2
rs_ = k,ZJ
is given by [7]"
R E -- Mean radius of Earths's orbit about the sun
= 1.495x108 km
gs = Gravitational parameter of the sun
= 1.327x10 ll km 3/s 2
(2.5)
[31
Thus, rsE = 9.24 x 105 km.
The vehicle's velocity, VSE, at the sphere
conservation of mechanical energy:
(Vcs + AV )2 _ 2
_L E VSE
of influence is then obtained from
_E
2 rp 2 rsE
Thus,
USEI/V s+ V;/' ')
= + 2_tE\ rs E rcs (2.6)
After escaping the Earth's sphere of influence, the hyperbolic excess velocity of the
vehicle, relative to Earth, is added vectorially to the orbital speed of the Earth, relative to the
sun, to obtain the transfer orbit velocity near Earth, VTE. Figure 2.9 is a graphical explanation
of the vector addition. The flight path angle, _1, is defined as the angle between the Earth's
tangential velocity vector and the vehicle's departure velocity vector. This angle is determined
by the departure asymptote at the sphere of influence and is an independent variable for the
mission designer. Small variations of the flight path angle will have a great effect on several
parameters which will be discussed later. Knowing the flight path angle and the velocity at
Earth's sphere of influence, the velocity at the Martian sphere of influence can be determined
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using the Law of Cosines,the conservationof mechanicalenergyabout the sun,and the
conservationof angularmomentumaboutthesun.
First of all, the circularspeedsof Earth,VcsE, and Mars, Vcs M, about the sun can be
found from:
where
,,;g--
= bt_._ = 29.974 km / sVcsE
= bt_/-_--_-M = 24.142 km / sVcsM
RE = Radius of Earth's orbit = 1.495 x 108 km
R M = Radius of Martian orbit = 2.278 x 108 km
(2.7)
Then the transfer orbit velocity at Earth, VTE , can be found by the Law of Cosines (see
Fig. 2.8). the flight path angle at Earth, q_l:
vie = % + vL_ - 2V_VcsEcos ,1
VrE = (VsE COS(*I)) + _](VsE COSq_t)2 -- (Vc2sE- Vs2) (2.8)
Now, knowing that
conserved, the velocity at Mars, VTM, relative to the sun may be found as follows:
2 R M 2 R E
V_ = 2 + 2g s RE
the mechanical energy of this heliocentric transfer orbit is
(2.9)
Again using the Law of Cosines the inbound velocity, VSM, at the Martian sphere of
influence can be determined.
VsM = "_V2 + Vc2sM- 2VcsMV_ c°sq_2 (2.10)
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The flight path angle at Mars, 02, can be found from
momentum, h, must also be conserved.
h = REVTE COSq)1 = RMVTM C0S02
,2 cos-'Iv= R_ ]-- COS_ 1[.VTM RM
the fact that the angular
(2.11)
Equation 2.10 and 2.11 are combined to find the velocity at the Martian sphere of
influence as a function of the Earth _ansfer orbit velocity, and the Earth flight path angle:
VSM = IV2 + I.tS(R-3M 2--_-- 2VcsMV_( RE /COS _,
TE Re) _'RM) (2.12)
Using Eq. 2.5, the radius of the Martian sphere of influence, rsM, can be found:
2
r_ = _g)
where _M = gravitational parameter of Mars
4.2828 x 10 akm 3/s z (2.13)
Thus, rSM = 5.766 x 105 km
Finally, the velocity of the vehicle as it enters the Martian amaosphere can be determined
knowing that mechanical energy is conserved. For the purpose of aerobraking, the Martian
atmosphere is assumed to extend to a 100 km altitude.
v_ .M =vim _M
2 farm, M 2 rsM
(1VE = + 2gM ro,m,M
(2.14)
ratm.M = Radius of Martian atmosphere = (100 + rM) km
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rM- Radiusof Martiansurface= 3397.5km
VE= Vehicle'svelocityatentryinto theMartianatmosphere
Now arelationshipbetweenthemassof thepropellantburnedat EarthandtheMartian
atmosphericentrancevelocity canbeplotted. Theflight pathangleat Earth,d01,canbevaried
independentlyaswell. A plotof theresultingtrendcanbeseenin Fig. 2.10. Notice that the
incoming velocity at Mars increaseswith the massof propellant burnedat Earth. Also,
increasingtheflight pathanglereducestheMartianatmosphericentrancevelocity for agiven
amountof propellantburnat Earth. Although theheliocentricvelocity at Mars isgreater,the
relativevelocityto Mars,or thevehiclevelocityat theMartianSphereof Influence,is smaller.
This could becomeimportantfor sizing theaerobrake,anddecidingwhat rangesof Martian
atmosphericentrancevelocitiesto expectfor aerobraking.
Thetimeof flight for theheliocentrictransfertrajectoryis importantfor sizingof thelife
supportrequirements,andfor calculatingtheusefultimeon thesurfaceof Mars. Limiting the
time of flight reducespassengers'exposureto solar radiation and zerogravity conditions.
Also, minimizing the time of flight will addto the usefultime on the Martian surfaceand
contributeto theproductivityof themission.
Neglectingthetravel timefrom theplanet'ssurfaceto thepointof hyperbolicescapeat
both theEarth-centeredandthe Mars-centeredcoordinatesystems,thetransferorbit time of
flight canbe approximatedastheheliocentric time of flight betweenEarth andMars. For
convenience,threegeneralorbitalelementsof theheliocentrictransferorbit arefirst calculated
beforecalculatingthetimeof flight. Thesearethesemi-majoraxislength,a,themagnitudeof
theangularmomentumvector,h, andthe orbitaleccentricity,e. Thesemi-majoraxis length
canbe calculatedfrom the mechanicalenergyequation,the angular momentumfrom the
definitionof theangularmomentum,andtheorbitaleccentricityfrom Reference[6].
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V_ Its_ Ps
2
w
rTz 2a
1
a- 2
RE Its
F_=_x9
lhl= R_v_ cos(m,)
(2.15)
(2.16)
(2.17)
In order to calculate the heliocentric time of flight, the true anomaly of the vehicle at
both Earth and Mars must be known. Because this model has circular planetary orbits about
the sun, Earth's starting true anomaly, rE, can be defined as zero when departure occurs. The
Martian true anomaly, VM, at arrival can be computed [6] from the orbital elements previously
determined.
V M = COS -1 1
I'tsRM (2.1 8)
Next, the true anomalies are converted to eccentric anomalies, E, via the equations
given below [6]:
E M = COS -l e +-- -- R_
a.e
(2.19)
(2.20)
E E = eccentric anomaly at Earth
2.11
EM= eccentricanomalyat Mars
Finally, the time of theoutboundflight, TOFl,along the elliptic heliocentricorbital
trajectorycanbedeterminedusingthefollowingrelation:
TOFa= EM-e.sinEM)-(Ez-e'sinEE) ]
(2.21)
Plotting the propellantmassburnedat Earth versusthe time of flight, while again
varyingtheinitial flight pathangle,yieldstherelationshipshownin Fig. 2.11. It canbeseen
from this plot that small increases in the propellant burned at Earth yield dramatic
improvementsin timeof flight up to acertainpoint onthecurve. Becauseof this relationship,
it is desirablethat the timeof flight beon theorderof 200dayswherethe benefitsof added
propellantresultin smalldecreasesof flight time soasto becomeunjustified. Also notethat
increasingtheflight pathangledoesproduceshortermissionswith lesspropellantexpendedin
theshorter time of flight (higherenergy)regionof the curve. As previously discussed,an
increasein flight pathanglefor agivenEarthpropellantburnmayshortenor lengthenthetime
of flight to Mars, but it will alwaysreducethe velocity with which the vehicleentersthe
Martianatmosphere.
2.3.4 MARS ARRIVAL
(Natasha Hanks, Bryan Johnson, Brian Thill)
When the vehicle enters the Martian sphere of influence it will be in a hyperbolic
trajectory relative to Mars. During the hyperbolic flight, the vehicle will initially enter the
Martian atmosphere at a height of 100 km above the surface, as assumed earlier. The vehicle
will aerobrake in the Martian atmosphere at an initial close approach distance of approximately
50 km and exit the atmosphere with a velocity sufficient for a highly elliptical orbit around
Mars. In the elliptical orbit, the vehicle will conduct aerobraking maneuvers and propulsive
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burnsto reducethe sizeof this orbit. Eventually theorbit will becircular andwill begin to
decay. This is discussedin Section4.0.
The initial entrancespeed,VE, into the Martian atmosphereis determinedfrom the
mechanicalenergyEq.2.1:
/
VE=SV2A+2 gM
V ratm,M (2.22)
V_A = arrival hyperbolic excess velocity at Mars
For the unmanned segment, with a maximum hyperbolic arrival speed, V A = 6.3
km/s, the atmospheric entrance velocity is V E = 7.95 km/s. The manned segment will have a
V=A = 3.6 km/s and V E = 6.04 km/s.
2.3.5 MARS SURFACE STAY
(Natasha Hanks, Bryan Johnson, Brian Thill)
The mission dates and Earth to Mars trajectory have been selected to maximize the stay
on Mars. ff the minimum energies for arrival at Mars and departure to Earth are observed, the
vehicle would arrive at Mars on December 25, 2003 and depart on June 28, 2005 [2,3]. This
grants a total surface time of 1.44 years (526 days). This should be ample time to carry out a
considerable amount of exploration and experimentation. The low energy windows for a
conjunction class mission allow approximately 1.35 to 1.55 years (493 to 566 days) as a range
of surface stay time.
2.3.6 MARS ESCAPE
(Natasha Hanks, Bryan Johnson, Brian Thill)
The vehicle will launch from the Martian surface and will be directly inserted into an
Earth transfer orbit. The vehicle will be inserted into a hyperbolic Mars escape trajectory
similar in appearance to Fig. 2.8.
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2.3.7 MARS-EARTH HELIOCENTRIC TRANSFER
(Natasha Hanks, Bryan Johnson, Brian Thill)
This analysis is performed in a similar manner to Section 2.3.3. Similar design
variables can be used to reduce the inbound time of flight, and improve the length of time on
the Martian surface. These variables include the propellant mass expended in low Mars orbit.
and the heliocentric flight path angle at Mars.
2.3.8 EARTH CAPTURE
(Natasha Hanks, Bryan Johnson, Brian Thill)
The capture at Earth will be similar to the Apollo program in that it will be a ballistic
reentry. The maximum hyperbolic approach velocity for the given window is 3.6 km/s. From
Eq. 2.22 and using an arbitrary altitude at entry of 100 km, the entrance velocity will be
11.6 km/s.
2.4 MISSION CONSTRAINTS
(Natasha Hanks, Bryan Johnson, Brian Thill)
Mass considerations are the limiting factor when computing the energy _md velocity
required to make a conjunction class transfer trajectory. Currently, the total propellant mass
available will be 105,000 kg for the outbound Earth to Mars mission and 96,000 kg for the
inbound Mars to Earth trip, as discussed in Section 3.
It is also desirable to maximize the surface time on Mars so that as much scientific data
as possible may be collected. In order to do this, the relative phase angles of the planets and
the times of flight on the inbound and outbound trajectories must be considered. The analysis
here has been done using the circular and coplanar model discussed previously. Defining the
time of Earth departure as "time zero," the true anomalies of Earth and Mars at any time, t, the
mission time in Earth years, can be found as follows:
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vE=2_:t
3
VM = COS-,II( h 2 1)) + 2rt(RM '_(t_ TOF,)
(2.23)
(2.24)
TOF 1= Outbound time of flight in years
Note that when t=0, v E is zero. Also, it can be shown that the true anomaly of Mars at
arrival (t =TOF t) is equal to the true anomaly that was expressed earlier in Eq. 2.17. The ratio
of Mars to Earth's orbital radius is used to scale the mission time to Martian years.
What also must be known is the inbound time of flight, TOF 2, and the true anomaly,
Av, that is swept out during this trajectory. The inbound time of flight has been chosen as
about 180 days for the same reason as the outbound time of flight (see Fig. 2.11). The true
anomaly that is swept out cannot be solved for algebraically, but can be found using numerical
methods on the time of flight, Eq. 2.15 to 2.21 above. The surface time, _s can be calculated,
given that Earth's true anomaly at the end of the mission must equal the sum of the true
anomaly of Mars (at Mars departure) and the true anomaly swept out by the heliocentric
transfer orbit. Note that all times must be expressed in Earth years.
Now the relationship between the mission duration on the Martian surface and other
parameters can be examined. For example, Fig. 2.12 shows the relationship between
outbound time of flight and time spent on the Martian surface. As one might expect, getting to
Mars faster yields a longer time on Mars. Similarly, the propellant can be related to the mission
surface time. The results of this are shown in Fig. 2.13. Again, the benefits of a finite flight
path angle, 01, at Earth are evident, since the time spent on the Martian surface increases with
01. The time of flight for the heliocentric transfer trajectory is important for sizing the life
support requirements, and for calculating the useful time on the surface of Mars. Limiting the
time of flight reduces passengers' exposure to solar radiation and zero gravity conditions.
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Also, minimizing the time of flight will add to the useful time on the Martian surfaceand
contributeto theproductivityof themission.
2.5 TRAJECTORY ALTERNATIVE
(Natasha Hanks, Bryan Johnson, Brian Thill)
With any manned mission it is necessary to examine the possibility of a mission critical
failure occurring at any time during the mission. Therefore, one issue to explore is possible
abort modes both in transit to Mars and at Mars. One abort mode for the trip to Mars that was
examined was a heliocentric transfer orbit whose orbital period is an integer number of Earth
years. With this type of trajectory the vehicle would be guaranteed to intersect the Earth's orbit
without having to carry along fuel for a major trajectory change. The least energetic possibility
was a heliocentric transfer orbit with a two year period which was determined to be too costly
in propellant mass (see Fig. 2. I 1 around TOFI= 126 days).
However, an abort mode at Earth departure was investigated. If improper injection
were to occur during the TMI burn, then a retro-burn would be made to insert the vehicle into a
highly elliptical orbit about Earth. At apoapsis of this elliptical orbit, an apogee burn will be
made to decrease the periapsis altitude to within the Earth's atmosphere. The aerobrake will
then be used for orbital circularization. From this orbit a space shuttle rendezvous would take
place. Details are provided in Section 6.
2.6 CONCLUSIONS
(Natasha Hanks, Bryan Johnson, Brian Thill)
Minimizing the required departure energy is an important factor in defining the
capability of each mission. Energy savings ultimately results in a savings of propellant and an
increase in payload capacity. However, a slight increase in the energy of the transfer trajectory
(C3) yields a significant decrease in travel time and a large increase in useful time on the
Martian surface. The ideal case is to discover an optimum balance between payload capability
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andstaytime on Mars. Ultimately, the final objective is to haveasmuch time on Marsas
possible,andaconjunctionclassmissionbestsatisfiesthismission'sgoals.
The astrodynamicsof themissionarenot independentof otherareasof the mission
design. Insteadit is coupledwith all aspectsof the mission. Someexamplesare life support
massfor themannedvehicle,andH2boil-off for theunmannedvehicle. Wherethepropellant
massexpendedat Earth decreaseswith a longer time of flight, the massof life support
expendablesincreases.Therefore,looking at thepropellantusagealonemaynot give atrue
impressionof the masstrendsinvolved. In orderto examinetheseeffects, the massof life
supportexpendablesiscombinedwith thepropellantmassrelationsdiscussedpreviously.The
massof theexpendablesthatmustbe takenon themannedvehicleis afunction of thesumof
theoutboundtimeof flight andthetime on thesurfaceof Mars. This relationshipis shownin
Fig. 2.14 asobtained from information provided in Section 5.0. Then in Fig. 2.15, the
propellantmassexpendedat Earthisadded. By looking at morethanonesourceof massasa
function of missiondurationon theMartiansurface,it canbeseenthatthemasspenaltyfor a
longerstayon thesurfaceis actuallymuchworsethanwhatpropellantmassalone(Fig. 2.13)
would indicate.
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NOMENCLATURE
Semi major axis length
Seven unit Antares launch vehicle configuration
Departure energy (equal to the square of the hyperbolic excess velocity)
Orbital eccentricity
Eccentric anomaly at Earth
Eccentric anomaly at Mars
Gravitational acceleration at Earth's surface = 9.81 x 10 -3 km/s 2
Magnitude of the angular momentum vector
Injection altitude
Transfer orbit angular momentum
Specific Impulse
Low Earth Orbit
Low Mars Orbit
Mars Transfer Vehicle
Vehicle mass
Initial vehicle mass
Propellant mass
Flight path angle of the heliocentric transfer orbit at Earth at departure
Flight path angle of the heliocentric transfer orbit at Mars at arrival
Radius of circular Earth orbit = 300 km + RE
Mean radius of Earth' s orbit about the sun = 1.495 x 108 km
Mean radius of Martian orbit about the sun = 2.278 x 108 km
Injection radius = RE + HI = 6678 km
Radius of Earth = 6378.14 km [3]
Radius of Mars = 3397.5 km [3]
Radius of the Earth's sphere of influence
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rSM
rTE
ratm,M
t
ts
TMI
TOF i
TOF 2
_tE
_.I.M
Its
Vi
AV)
AVE
V=D
V,,A
VE
Vcs
VSE
VSM
VCSE
VCSM
VTE
VTM
v M
VE
Av
Radius of the Martian sphere of influence
Radius of Mars orbit around the Sun at arrival
Radius of Martian atmosphere = (100 + 3397.5) km
Mission time in Earth years
Surface time on Mars in Earth years
Trans-Mars Injection
Outbound time of flight in years
Inbound time of flight in years
Gravitational parameter of Earth = 3.986 x 105 km3/s 2 [3]
Gravitational parameter of Mars = 4.2828 x 104 km3/s 2 [3]
Gravitational parameter of the Sun = 1.327 x 1011 km3/s 2 [3]
Injection velocity
Velocity increment for departure at Earth
Velocity increment for departure at Mars
Departure hyperbolic excess velocity on Earth
Arrival hyperbolic excess velocity at Mars
Vehicle's velocity at entry into the atmosphere
Spacecraft velocity in circular orbit around Earth
Vehicle's velocity at the sphere of influence of the Earth
Vehicle's velocity at the Martian sphere of influence
Circular heliocentric orbital speed of Earth - 29.794 km/s
Circular heliocentric orbital speed of Mars -- 24.142 km/s
Transfer orbit velocity at Earth
Transfer orbit velocity at Mars
The Martian true anomaly at arrival
Earth's starting true anomaly
True anomaly that is swept out during an inbound orbital trajectory
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3.1 INTRODUCTION
The overall Mars initiative consists of several missions, each of which entails an
unmanned and a manned segment. Each segment is comprised of two launches of a heavy
lift launch vehicle. Project Minerva uses five different vehicles for each mission: the Antares
VII [ 1], which is capable of delivering 70 tons to low Earth orbit, an upper-stage/TMI booster,
an unmanned Mars transfer vehicle (UMTV), a manned Mars transfer vehicle (MTV), and an
Earth return vehicle (ERV). The Antares VII is used to put the upper stage/TMI booster, the
UMTV, and the MTV into low Earth orbit during each of their respective segments. The upper
stage/TMI booster propels the UMTV and MTV to Mars on each the different segments. In
LEO, the TMI booster and the transfer vehicle rendezvous and dock.
The unmanned Mars transfer vehicle houses the ERV, hydrogen feedstock, an
unmanned rover and a hooper. It is equipped with two RLI0s for additional AVs and landing.
It also has an aerobrake for slowing the vehicle down at Mars. The manned Mars transfer
vehicle delivers the crew, the habitat, and the manned rover. At the end of their stay on Mars,
the crew boards the Earth return vehicle for the voyage home. The ERV is propelled by
modified RL10s which run on liquid oxygen and liquid methane. Each one of these vehicles is
considered in detail in this section.
3.2 UNMANNED SEGMENT
3.2.1 LAUNCH
(Tuyen Bui)
The first set of launches of the eight year exploration initiative involves delivering two
unmanned payloads into low Earth orbit (LEO). One launch inserts a 70,000 kg unmanned
Mars Transfer Vehicle (UMTV) into LEO (see Fig. 3.1). The other launch inserts an upper
stage which contains the vans-Mars injection (TMI) propellant into LEO. In LEO, the two
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vehiclesaredockedandtheconfigurationis theninjectedintoaMarstransferorbit. Thelaunch
from theEarth's surfaceto LEO for bothvehicleswasanalyzedusingMarshallSpaceFlight
Center'sOPGUIDtrajectoryprogram[1]. This programwasusedto maximizetheamountof
payloadthatcouldbeinsertedintoLEO. OPGUIDusesthevehicle'spropulsioncharacteristics
to optimizetheascentrajectory. OPGUIDanalysiswasperformedusingNASA's Kennedy
SpaceCenterasthelaunchsite. Its locationis28.5° northlatitudeand-80.5° longitude[1].
3.2.1.1 FIRST LAUNCH SEQUENCE
The first launch carries the necessary TMI propellant to LEO. A two-stage rocket is
used to maximize the payload which is the TMI propellant. The first stage is the Antares VII
with a reduced quantity of propellant while the upper stage is equiped with two Japanese
Mitsubishi LE-7 booster engines (see Fig. 3.2). During the first stage, the Antares VII fires all
of its seven engines. After the Antares VII consumes all of its propellant, the upper stage
separates from it and the fairing and nose cone jettison from the upper stage rocket. The upper
stage then fires its two LE-7 boosters, putting it into a 150 x 300 km orbit (see Fig. 3.3). Part
of the upper stage (which is also the TMI booster) propellant is used to get into LEO.
OPGUID was used to optimize the trajectory for the first launch. The program operates on a
number of parameters including the propulsive characteristics of the Antares VII engine
(DMRE) and the LE-7 engine (see Tables 3.1 and 3.2 ). The OPGUID optimization output is
presented below.
T + 0 : 00 (min : sec)
At liftoff the Antares VII produces 17,225 kN of thrust with a specific impulse of 334
sec. It has a total liftoff mass of 1,394,000 kg ( 3,073,000 lb). This includes a
structural mass of 110,200 kg (242,905 lb), a propellant mass of 1,182,209 kg
3.2
(2,606,300lb), and a maximum payload of 105,000kg (251,000 lb) which is the
propellantfor the TMI burn to Mars. Figure 3.4 indicatestherelationshipbetween
payloadmassand AntaresVII propellantmass. The upperstagepropellantmassis
fixed at 115,200kg, 124,840kg, and291,760kg in orderto maximizepayloadmass.
Figure 3.4 shows that loading the Antares VII (first stage) with 1,050,000 kg of
propellant will maximize the payload.
T+0:90
At this time, the Antares -upper stage vehicle reaches an altitude of 18 km (57,524 ft ).
The nozzle skirt of Antares VII is extended to increase the performance. At this
altitude, the Antares produces 18,585 KN of thrust with a specific impulse of 360 sec.
T+2:16
At this time the Antares-upper stage vehicle reaches an altitude of 40 km (132,537 ft).
The oxidizer to fuel ratio changes from 12 : 1 to 6 : 1 so as to decrease the mass flow
rate and likewise decrease the thrust. The performance characteristics change from a
thrust and specific impulse of 19,545 KN and 379 sec, respectively, to 12,960 KN and
466 sec respectively.
T+4:14
At this time, the Antares-upper stage vehicle reaches an altitude of 109 km (358,920 ft).
At this height atmospheric affects can be neglected, the payload fairing are jettisoned,
and the upper stage separates (see Fig. 3.5). When the upper stage separates from the
Antares, the LE-7 engines start their burn at a thrust of 2,365 KN and at a specific
impulse of 450 sec.
T+8:20
Since atmospheric effects are negligible during the upper stage flight, thrust and
specific impulse are not affected. It takes four minutes and seven seconds for the upper
stage to reach LEO burnout. The total bum time of eight minutes and twenty seconds
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(including both stages)is requiredto completeorbital insertion into 150x 300 km
elliptic orbit of 28.5degreeinclination. The totalAV required to reach LEO is 9.03
km/s. See Table 3.3 for mission requirement.
Table 3.1 DMRE Parameters.
Area Ratio 40 : 1 Area Ratio 150 : 1
Vacuum Thrust
O:F=12:1
O:F=6:I
Vacuum lsp
O:F=12:1
O:F=6:I
Sea Level lsp
O:F=12:I
2,670 KN ( 600,000 lbf )
362 sec
334 sec
2,790 KN (628,000 lbf )
1,850 KN (417,000 lbf )
379 sec
467 sec
Table 3.2 Mitsubishi LE-7 Engine Parameters.
Area Ratio
Exit Area
Mixture Ratio
Vacuum Thrust
Vacuum I_p
60:1
2.62 m 2
6:1
I 180 KN (265,300 lbf )
450 sec
3.4
Table3.3 OptimizedBaselinePerformance.
Total Liftoff Mass
Total Propellant Mass
Initial Thrust to Weight (F/W)
Payload Mass to LEO
Total AV
Antares VII ( First Stage )
Total Mass
Propellant Mass
Structural Mass
Bum Time
AV
TMI Booster ( Upper Stage )
Total Mass
Propellant Mass
Structural Mass
Burn Time
AV
1,394,255 kg (3,073,800 lb )
1,182,200 kg (2,606,330 lb )
1.26
102,000 kg ( 224,870 lb )
9.03 km/sec
1,13b,900 kg
1,050,000 kg
88,900 kg
254 sec
5.63 km/sec
255,355 kg
132,235 kg
21,120 kg
247 sec
3.4 km/sec
3.2.1.2 SECOND LAUNCH SEQUENCE
The second launch carries the 70 metric ton unmanned Mars transfer vehicle (UMTV)
to LEO by using the Antares VII (see Fig. 3.6). The Antares VII is sufficient for the mission
since it is designed to carry a maximum payload of approximately 70 metric ton into a 150 x
300 km elliptical orbit (see Fig.3.3). However, a modification to the Antares' fairing is
necessary to accommodate the UMTV dimension payload. OPGUID is used to optimize the
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trajectory.SeeTable3.1for thepropulsivecharacteristicsof theAntaresVII engines(DMRE).
Belowis theOPGUIDoutputoptimization(seeTable3.4andFig. 3.7).
T + 0 : 00 (min : sec)
At an O : F ratio of 12 : 1 and area ratio of 40 : 1 the Antares VII has a gross liftoff
mass of 1,379,400 kg (3,041,050 lb). This includes a propellant mass of 1,211,130
kg (2,670,100 lb), structural mass of 85100 kg (187610 lb) and a payload of 70,000
kg (154,320 lb). It has a liftoff force of 17,240 KN and a specific impulse of 334 sec.
At take off, the thrust to weight ratio is 1.27.
T+0:76
When the Antares VII reaches an altitude of 11.6 km (38,140 ft), the engine nozzles are
extended to increase its thrust. At this point the Antares' engines produces 18,430 KN
of thrust and has a specific impulse of 357 sec.
T+I:50
At this time, the Antares VII has reached an altitude of 27 km. The O:F ratio changes
from 12 : 1 to 6 : 1 and the thrust is reduced from 19,460 KN to 12,870 KN. The
specific impulse increases from 377 sec to 463 sec.
T+3:20
At an altitude of 75 kin, the atmospheric drag effect on the fairing is less than the
payload fairing mass (7,000 kg) so, the payload fairing is jettisoned.
T+6:00
A total burn time of six minutes results in orbital insertion into a 150 x 300 km elliptical
orbit of 28.5 ° inclination. The total AV required for this launch is 9.17 km/sec.
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Table3.4 OptimizedBaselineParameters.
TotalLiftoff Mass
PropellantMass
StructuralMass
PayloadMass
BumTime
AV
1,379,400 kg (3,041,050 lb)
1,211,130 kg (2,670.100 lb)
86,100 kg (189,818 lb)
70,000 kg (165,550 lb)
360 sec
9.17 km/sec
When the UMTV reaches LEO, it adjusts to the same circular orbit as the upper stage/TMI
booster and docks on to the upper stage/TMI booster (see Figs.3.8 and 3.9 ).
3.2.1.3 UPPER STAGE/TMI BOOSTER VEHICLE DESIGN
(Bryan Johnson)
The main purpose of the upper stage is to deliver the required amount of propellant for
the trans-Mars injection (TMI) burn into low Earth orbit (LEO). However, several other
objectives must be satisfied in the upper stage design, including the following:
The upper stage must be adaptable to the Antares VII launch vehicle, therefore, it must
not exceed 30 meters in height and 8.5 meters in diameter to fit within the dimensions
of the Antares VII payload fairing.
A 375 kg docking mechanism needs to be attached to the top of the upper stage.
The TMI burn requires a AV of 3.65 km/s. For an engine with a specific impulse of
450 sec at least 105,000 kg of LH2/LOX propellant must be delivered to LEO.
The acceleration loads should not exceed 4 g.
An interstage adapter is required to support the upper stage when atop the
Antares VII.
At least two main engines are required for redundancy.
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Manyof theconceptsfor theupperstagedesignoriginatedfrom anupperstagestudythatwas
conductedby theBoeingCompanyin 1989[2].
ENGINE MODULE
The engine module contains three types of propulsive systems: a main engine system,
an orbital maneuvering engine system, and an attitude control system. The main engines
provide thrust for the upper stage and TMI bums, and the orbital maneuvering engines perform
the transfer to a 300 km circular orbit. The attitude control thrusters perform course
corrections, propellant settling, stage separation, collision avoidance maneuvers, and stability
for tether control.
The engine module contains all of these engine systems and the supporting hardware
such as: avionics, N20 4 and MMH propellant tanks, a helium tank for pressurization, an
avionics mounting frame, and a thrust frame. The main engines are gimballed for pitch/yaw
control. All engines are expendable after completing the TMI burn, thus no engine return
system is necessary.
Main Engine Specifications
The two main engines for the upper stage/TMI booster are Mitsubishi LE-7's. This
engine type is similar to the SSME design and is used as a f'irst stage engine on the Japanese
H - II launch vehicle. The LE-7 burns liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen at an oxidizer to fuel
ratio of 6:1 and operates in a staged combustion cycle with a thrust of 1180 kN, a nozzle-to-
throat area ratio of 60:1, and a vacuum specific impulse of 449 sec. It has been designed,
built, and tested, and is scheduled for first flight in 1993, after which it will become available
in the United States. Although this engine is not a true upper stage engine, an auxiliary turbine
and power unit can be used to provide restart capability. The two engines will operate at
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constantconditions, i.e. constantthrust, since the upperstageandTMI bums occur in a
vacuumenvironment.Thedry massof theLE-7 is 1560kg, it is 350cm long, andhasanexit
diameterof 182.8cm [31.
Otherengineswereconsideredin thisresearch,suchastheSpaceShuttleMain Engine
(SSME)andPrattand Whitney's RLI0. The SSMEhasa specific impulseof 455 seconds,
vacuumthrustof 2091kN, andamassof approximately3100kg; however,oneSSMEdoes
not providesufficientthrustto deliver thenecessarypayload,andtwo SSME'sexceeded4 g.
Pratt and Whitney's RLI0-A4, with a specific impulse of 449 seconds was also considered,
but at least 12 engines would be required if utilized in a parallel configuration. Two LE-7
engines were selected primarily because of thrust-to-weight requirements using OPGUID
program described in Section 3.2.1.
Orbital Maneuvering System
Two Space Shuttle Orbital Maneuvering Engines (OMS), manufactured by Aerojet,
have been selected to provide the AV necessary for circularizing the initial parking orbit to a
300 km circular orbit. These engines use nitrogen tetroxide (N204) as the oxidizer and
monomethyl hydrazine (MMH) as the fuel in an oxidizer to fuel mixture ratio of 1.65:1. The
pump-fed engines produce 26.7 kN of thrust with a vacuum specific impulse of 316 seconds.
The nozzle area ratio is 55:1. The engines each have a mass of 118 kg, a length of 195.6 cm, a
maximum diameter of 116.8 cm, and an exit diameter of 109 cm [3]. The OMS propulsion
system was selected for its reliability, and the capability to restart at least 5000 times.
The orbital maneuvering system is used for LEO orbit circularization and rendezvous
maneuvers. The Antares VII inserts the upper stage into a 150 km by 300 km elliptical parking
orbit. At the apogee of the 150 km x 300 km orbit, a burn is made to circularize the orbit to
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300 km where the upper stagerendezvouseswith the Mars transfer vehicle.
equationfor thevelocityatapogeeof anobjectin ellipticalorbit [4]:
rp = perigee radius = 150 km+ RE
ra = apogee radius = 300 km +RE
R E = radius of Earth = 6378 km
gE = gravitational parameter of Earth = 3.986 x 105 km3/s 2
va = velocity of spacecraft at apogee
Using the
(3.1)
The spacecraft velocity at apogee in LEO is 7.682 km/s. To increase the perigee height of the
150 km by 300 km orbit to a 300 km circular orbit, the following equation was used to
determine the AV required [4]:
Ahp'_tE
Ava- 4a2"Va (3.2)
Ahp = increase in perigee height = 150 km
Va = 7.682 km/s
a = length of semi-major axis = RE + 0.5 (ra+rp)
The AV required for the OMS engines is 44.6 m/s. From the rocket equation, the amount of
propellant can be determined.
AV =gE.Isp.ln( .m_o.
_m o -mp (3.3)
AV = velocity increment for a given burn = 44.63 m/s
gE = gravity at Earth's surface = 9.81 x 10-3 km/s 2
Isp = specific impulse = 316 seconds
mo = initial spacecraft mass = 117,000 kg
mp = propellant mass
This results in a requirement of 1672 kg of propellant for the OMS burn.
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Reaction Control System
Marquardt R-IE thrusters, which are currently used on the Space Shuttle Reaction
Control System (RCS) and Antares boosters for vernier control, have been selected to provide
attitude control for the upper stage. Like the OMS engines, the R- lE's use MMH and N204 as
propellants. The sixteen reaction control thrusters provide roll, pitch, yaw, and axial control.
By having this many degrees of freedom, the ability to make orbital corrections, rendezvous,
and tether control will be facilitated. Many types of thrusters exist with similar performance,
but the R-IE thrusters have proven reliability on man-rated vehicles and can use propellant
from the same tanks as the OMS engines.
The sixteen thrusters are located in clusters of four at four locations around the avionics
support frame. Two of the sets are angled for yaw and roll control, the other two sets are
angled for pitch and axial control (see Fig. 3.10). The R-IE has an expansion ratio of 100:1
and produces 111 Newtons of thrust at a steady state specific impulse of 300 seconds. Each
thruster is 27.9 cm long and has a mass of 1.4 kg [5]. The propellant usage for the vehicle's
attitude control in the 300 km circular orbit is estimated to be 1 kg/day. To account for thirty
days between the upper stage launch and the Mars transfer vehicle launch from Earth, 30 kg is
required. An additional 250 kg is allotted for attitude maintenance, tether control, and orbital
correction maneuvers during the Mars transfer orbit. With 20 kg reserve, this results in a total
of 300 kg for RCS propellant.
N204, MMH, and Helium Tanks
The OMS engines and R-IE thrusters use common propellant tanks in a similar
arrangement to the Antares launch vehicles. A total of 2000 kg is required for the OMS and
RCS engines: 1245 kg of N204 oxidizer and 755 kg of MMH fuel. By using the mixture ratio
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1.65:1of the OMS engines,the insidediameterof both tanks is 1.2meters. All tanksare
sphericalandmanufacturedfrom Aluminum7075-T6sheetstock.
The propellantsare pressurefed to the enginesthrough the useof a single high-
pressurehelium tank. To provideaconstantpressureof 1.24MPato thepropellanttanks.6.4
kg of helium is required.This correspondsto a0.662m insidediameterfor the helium tank,
assuminga temperatureof 300 K at a pressureof 20.7 MPa [1]. Table 3.5 containsthe
specificationsof theOMS,RCS,andheliumtanks.
Table3.50MS, RCS,andheliumtankspecifications.
Tank Diameter
(cm) Thickness Emptymass Full mass Pressure(cm) (ks) (k_) (MPa)
0.82 10.4 765.4 1.24
0.82 10.4 1255.4 1.24
7.53 29.7 37.2 20.70
MMH 120.0
N204 120.0
Helium 66.2
Engine Module Structure
The engine module structure is divided into two separate units that are connected to one
another: a thrust frame and an avionics frame. The thrust frame is responsible for transferring
the thrust from the LE-7's and the OMS engines through the avionics frame to the longeron
body structure located above. The RCS thrusters, avionics equipment, and the MMH, N204,
and the helium tanks are all mounted to the avionics frame (see Fig. 3.10).
The thrust frame configuration is based on the design used on the Antares launch
vehicles [1]. The thrust frame consists of a four-member tensile square, which is attached to
four compressively loaded struts that connect directly to the gimballing joint of the LE-7 (see
Fig. 3.11). The OMS engine thrust frame is connected to the comers of both LE-7 engine
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thrustframes,andto additionalstrutswhich areattachedto the avionics frame. All frame
membersaremadeof titaniumtubing. Table3.6summarizesthemassof theenginemodule.
Table3.6 Enginemodulecomponentmasses.
Component
Thrustflame
Avionicsframe
Two OMSengines
Two LE-7engines
SixteenR-1Ethrusters
MMH propellantank
N204propellanttank
Heliumpressurizationtank
Avionics
Miscellaneoushardware
Mass(kg)
500
75
236
3120
22.4
765.4
1255.4
37.2
490
75
TOTAL ENGINE MODULE MASS 6576.4
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
The upper stage/TMI booster has two main propellant tanks: one liquid oxygen tank
and one liquid hydrogen tank. The propellant tanks are lightweight and self-supporting. By
having a lightweight structure, the amount of propellant can be increased. The size restrictions
prevent the upper stage diameter from exceeding ten meters if using the Antares VII, however,
the length can be increased without drastically affecting the launch performance.
The hydrogen tank contains 33,943 kg of liquid hydrogen at a pressure of
approximately 2 atm in a volume of 485 cubic meters. The tank has a cylindrical center section
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of 7.93 meters length and 7 metersdiameterwith hemisphericalends of 3.5 meters in
diameter. Theoxidizer tankcontains203,657kg of liquid oxygenat apressureof 7 atmin a
volume of 146 cubic meters. The tank shapeis spherical(3.26 metersradius) since this
providesthebestweight to volumeratio possible.Thetanksareconstructedusingaluminum
alloy 2219(seeFig. 3.12). Thisalloy is thesameasthatusedon theAntarespropellanttank,s,
theSpaceShuttleExternalTankandanumberof othercryogenic-typetanks.
Two optionsexist for thebodystructure: cylindrical shells or longerons. Cylindrical
shells offer a shorter stage length but they require greater mass, cost, and are more difficult for
ground handling. If a cylindrical shell were used to directly cover the tanks several fasteners
and molded skins would be required. A longeron truss frame has been selected to surround the
propellant tanks (see Fig. 3.12). Since the tanks expand and contract, no portion of the tanks
will be integrated with the upper stage outer shell structure and it would also be difficult to
connect to the octagonal pattern of the longerons [2].
Propellant Tank Orientation
The location of the oxygen and hydrogen tanks is determined by the location of the
center of mass when the upper stage is place on top of the booster launch vehicle. Two options
exist: LOX aft and LOX forward. The moment, M, is calculated by taking the propellant mass
and multiplying by its moment arm and gravitational acceleration. The moment arm is the
height of the tank's center of gravity above the launch vehicle interface plane.
LOX aft: M = (203,657 kg x 8.71 m) + (33,943 kg x 20.0 m) = 2.41x107 N.m
LOX forward: M = (33,943 kg x 12.9 m) + (203,657 kg x 24.2 m) = 5.27x107 N.m
With the LOX tank located in the forward position, the reaction required at the
attachment plane is double the load than with the LOX tank in the aft position. Also the g load
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requiresthe forward tank to transmit the weight through morestructurethan the LOX aft
location. This would increasethe weightandcostof thestructuredueto thehigherstresses
andloads. In summary,theLOX aft locationispreferred.
Propellant Tank Structural Analysis
To determine the wall thicknesses of the hydrogen and oxygen tanks, a stress analysis
must be performed. The tanks are independent of the vehicle weight such that neither tank
supports any load other than the propellant weight from within. The design load limits are
given in Table 3.7 along with the required analytical factors of safety (1.6 for yield and 2.0 for
ultimate). The walls are designed to withstand an 6.5 g axial load and a 3 g lateral load based
on loads experienced for similar launch vehicles [5] at lift-off.
Table 3.7 Upper stage loading limits (g's) at lift-off.
Direction Limit (experimental) Yield (analytical) Ultimate (analytical)
Axial 6.5 10.4 13.0
Lateral 3.0 4.8 6.0
The first element to be analyzed is the cylindrical section of the hydrogen tank. This
section is 7.93 meters in length, and 7.0 meters in diameter. The loads must support the entire
propellant mass. The tank loading is equivalent to the liquid hydrogen mass of 33,943 kg
multiplied times 9.81 m/s 2. The appropriate loading conditions are listed in Table 3.8.
From the data in Table 3.8 the equivalent axial load, Peq, is determined for the
combined lateral and bending conditions on the cylinder.
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Table3.8 Appliedloadsoncylindricalsectionof H2tank.
Typeof load
Axial
Lateral
Bending
Force(N) Distance(m) Load(g)
332,979 6.5
332,979 3.0
332,979 3.97 3.0
Limitload
2.16x106N
9.99x105N
3.96x106N.m
2.M
Pee I = Paxial + R
Paxial = 2.16x106 N
M = Bending moment -- 3.96x106 N.m
R -- Radius of cylinder = 3.5 m
(3.4)
The equivalent applied load is 4.43x106 N. The wall thickness must be checked for yield and
ultimate loads, thus the corresponding factors of safety are multiplied times Peq.
Papplied = 7.09x 106 N (yield)
Papplied = 8.86x106 N (ultimate)
These values incorporate a margin of safety, thus the allowable loads can be set equal to the
applied loads. The cylinder can now be sized for strength using the following equation.
P
A
P = Applied load
A = Cross-sectional area = 2_Rt
(3.5)
c_ = Allowable stress
Aluminum 2219-T81 sheet was selected because it is a material with good reliability and
strength at low temperatures, and it is easily weldable. The allowable stresses are set equal to
the tensile strength of the material to determine the minimum required wall thickness.
t_ = Fty = Yield tensile strength of Alum 2219-T81 = 421x106 N/m 2 [6]
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By substitutingthis yield strengthwith P = 7.09x106Newtonsanda tank cylinder radiusof
3.5metersinto equation3.5, therequiredwall thicknessis 0.765mm. The ultimateloading
criteria is evaluatedby using the applied load of 8.86x106N and the following material
property.
= Ftu= Ultimatetensilestrengthof Alum 2219-T81= 572x106N/m2
Thisresultsin athicknessof 0.704mm. Sincetheyieldcriteriagoverns,thewall thicknessof
thecylindrical sectionof thehydrogentankwill be0.765mm. Thissectionhasa surfacearea
of 174.5squaremeters,and the massof this sectionis determinedto be378 kg using the
following equation.
m = p.2rtR.t-L
p = Densityof Alum 2219 = 2.83x103 kg/m 3
R=3.5m
t = 8.52x10 -4 m
L = 7.93 m
(3.6)
The hemispherical ends of the hydrogen tank will need to withstand the axial load
presented by the total mass of the liquid hydrogen propellant (33,943 kg). The axial load of
6.5 g results in a limit load of 2.16x 106 Newtons resulting in the following applied loads.
Papplied = 3.46x 106 N (yield)
Papplied = 4.33x106 N (ultimate)
These loads are distributed throughout each hemisphere so equation 3.5 is used to find the
minimum wall thickness.
trequired = 0.344 mm (yield)
trequireA = 0.374 mm (ultimate)
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Theforward hemisphericalendof thehydrogentankwill needto withstandaninternal
pressureof 2 atm in additionto supportingtheweightof thehydrogentank. Thehoopstress,
oh, will beusedto give thewall thickness.
p.R
O h =
2.t (3.7)
CYh= _aliow = Fty = 421 x 106 N/m 2
p = internal pressure = 2 atm = 2.03x105 N/m 2
R=3.5m
trequirex t = 0.842 mm (yield)
The aft hemispherical end of the hydrogen tank will have a thickness of 0.374 millimeters and
the forward end of the tank will be 0.842 millimeters thick. The mass of the end domes are
determined from the volume of a sphere using the following equation.
m = --_-.p. -R 3) (3.8)
R o = Outer radius of tank wall = R + t
The aft hemispherical end dome is approximately 82 kg and the forward hemispherical end
dome of the hydrogen tank is 184 kg.
Two internal rings with stiffeners are located at the upper and lower junctions of the
hydrogen tank as shown in Fig. 3.13. These rings will provide for the reaction of the tank
support strut fittings and they will also serve as anti-slosh baffles. Additional anti-slosh baffles
will be located two meters apart in the cylindrical section of the tank. The combined mass of
two skins and seven stiffener rings made of Aluminum 2219 is 387 kilograms.
The spherical oxygen tank is analyzed similar to the hemispherical end domes of the
hydrogen tank. After applying equations 3.5, 3.7, and 3.8, the tank thickness required is 2.41
millimeters and the corresponding mass is 912 kilograms. One internal ring is located at the
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centerof theoxygentank. This stiffening ring hasa massof 115kilogramsand is the same
shapeastheringsin thehydrogentank.
Tank Insulation
The liquid oxygen is stored at about 80 K and the liquid hydrogen is stored at 20 K.
The aluminum walls are insufficient for proper thermal insulation, thus the tanks are covered
with polyurethane foam. This type of insulation has a thermal conductivity, _, of 0.035
W/m.K and a density of 46 kg/m 3. The heat loss thru the cylindrical wall of the hydrogen tank
was determined from the following equation [7].
(T1 -T3)
LqJ + Lr2J
2_CAL 2_KBL (3.9)
qr = Radial heat loss thru wall in Watts
T 1 = Temperature of liquid hydrogen = 20 K
T 3 = Temperature of ambient = 298 K
_cA = Thermal conductivity of Alum 2219 = 80 W/m.K
_:B = Thermal conductivity of polyurethane foam = 0.035 W/m.K
L = cylinder length = 7.93 m
r I = Inner radius of cylinder = 3.5 m
r2 = Outer radius of cylinder = 3.500852 m
r3 = Outer radius of cylinder with foam = 3.510852 m
The hemispheres are analyzed by using the following equation:
qsph =
(T1 -T3)
2_A h 2rCK:B r2 r3 (3.1o)
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The cylindrical tank wall and the upper and lower end domes of the hydrogen tank has
I0 mm of insulation and the oxygen tank will have 5 mm of insulation. The total mass of
insulation on the hydrogen tank is 151 kg and the oxygen tank will have 31 kg of insulation.
The hydrogen and oxygen tanks will lose 291 kW and 100 kW, respectively. By dividing the
heat of vaporization (452 kJ/kg for LH2 and 213 kJ/kg for LOX) from the heat loss, the rate of
propellant boil-off can be determined. The hydrogen and oxygen will lose 0.64 kg/s and 0.47
kg/s, respectively. It takes 255 seconds until the upper stage reaches 97 km where the ambient
temperature will be only a few degree K resulting in insignificant amounts of propellant losses.
Assuming that the propellant tanks are filled immediately before lift-off, approximately 164 kg
of hydrogen will be boiled off and 120 kg of oxygen will be lost during the 255 sec ascent.
Propellant Tank Support Struts
The propellant tanks are connected to the longeron truss frame via support struts (see
Fig. 3.14). These struts are required to hold the propellant tanks in a fixed location, thus the
struts must have sufficient strength to resist the loads. To determine the size of the struts
required on the hydrogen tank, an analysis is performed with the struts designed to support the
mass of the entire tank. The hydrogen tank has a structural mass of 1182 kilograms with a
propellant mass of 33,943 kilograms. The analysis will be conducted by assuming that the end
of the struts that are attached to the longeron frame are f'Lxed and the other end of the struts are
subjected to axial tension and compression, and bending loads. The applied loads on the
hydrogen tank support struts are shown in Table 3.9. Note that the g loads on the struts are
perpendicular to the g loads on the payload. The struts are 0.85 meters in length. The two
loads applied on the tank connection end of the struts are combined to simulate a worst case
condition by summing the squares of the axial and normal loads. From Eq. 3.5 the required
thickness can be determined using the following information.
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Table3.9 Applied loadson tanksupportstrutsof H2tank.
T_cpeof load
Normal
Axial
Bending
Force(N) Distance(m) Load(g) Limit load
344,575 3.0 1.03x106N
344,575 6.5 2.24x106N
344,575 0.85 6.5 1.90x106N.m
Papplied= 1.6x (2.47x106N) = 3.95x106N (yield)
Papplied= 2.0x (2.47x106N) = 4.93x106N (ultimate)
Fty= yield tensilestrengthof Alum 7075-T6= 455x106N/m2 [6]
Ftu= ultimatetensilestrengthof Alum 7075-T6= 53lxl06 N/m2[6]
A = cross-sectionalarea= t2
trequired= 0.093m (yield)
trequired= 0.096m (ultimate)
Aluminum 7075-T6barstock was selected because of its high strength. The struts must also
withstand bending stress.
M-c
13-
I
M = bending moment = 1.90x106 N.m (limit)
M = 3.05x106 N.m (yield)
M = 3.81x106 N.m (ultimate)
c = t = wall thickness
I = moment of inertia = t4/12
13 = Fty or Ftu
trequired = 0.431 m (yield)
trequirea = 0.441 m (ultimate)
(3.11)
All hydrogen tank support struts must have a total of at least 0.441 m in cross-sectional area.
Thirty-two tank support struts will be attached to the hydrogen tank, equally spaced around the
perimeter and in pairs. Sixteen supports will attach to the upper ring and sixteen to the lower
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ring. Thesememberswill bemadeof Alum 7075-T6barstock of at least 13.8 mm thickness.
The total mass of the bars is 14.5 kg.
The sixteen support struts for the oxygen tank is analyzed the same way as the
hydrogen tank struts. Each strut is 4.97 cm thick and 0.85 m long, and the total mass of the
struts for the oxygen tank is 94 kg.
Longeron Truss Frame Body Structure
A longeron truss frame surrounds the propellant tanks in an octagonal pattern. There
are four segments: docking port interface, hydrogen tank support, oxygen tank support, and
an interstage adapter (see Fig. 3.14). All segments are designed to transmit the loads through
the frame members to the launch vehicle interface attachment. The support struts for the
propellant tanks attach to eight fittings that are bolted to the longerons. The buckling criteria is
applied to the column members of each segment due to compressive loading.
n 2 .E.I
Pot - i_.2 (3.12)
E = modulus of elasticity of Alum 7075-T6 = 7 Ix 109 N/m 2 [5]
I = moment of inertia = t4/12
L = length of member = 2 m
Pcr = Pallow = Oallow X t2
Oallo w = 455x106 N/m 2 (yield)
trequired = 0.177 m
The strength of the columns must support the weight of the entire fully loaded upper stage at
6.5 g's. The strength is verified with the use of Eq. 3.5 and the following information.
P
(3" -"
A
P = Papplied = 1.59x107 N (limit)
P = 2.55x107 N (yield)
(3.5)
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P= 3.18x107N (ultimate)
A =t 2
= CYallow = Fty or Ftu
trequired = 0.237 m (yield)
trequired = 0.245 m (ultimate)
The required thickness is 0.245 m for eight members that are contained in a single plane. The
eighty-eight Aluminum 7075-T6 vertical column members are 3.06 cm thick and 2 meters long
for a total mass of 462 kg.
The horizontal and diagonal members are subjected to the vibrational modes induced
during lift-off. These 184 members are designed for rigidity with an estimated mass of
1544 kg.
Propellant Feed Lines
The upper stage has one liquid hydrogen line and one liquid oxygen line manufactured
out of Inconnel 625 or Inconnel 718. Both feed lines must split to provide a feed line to two
engines, and the feed lines will also need to accommodate gimbal motion. The hydrogen feed
line could be routed straight through the center of the oxygen tank or it could run along the
outside of the oxygen tank. To eliminate pressure differences on the walls, easy mounting,
and to improve accessibility, the hydrogen feed line is located outside the oxygen tank (see Fig.
3.14). The hydrogen and oxygen will be drawn from the bottom of the tanks and the fuel and
oxidizer lines are insulated with foam to eliminate additional thermal losses as the fluids are
pumped to the main engines. The estimated mass is 300 kg.
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Structural Design Summary
Table 3.10 shows a summary of the structural mass distribution of the upper stage.
Miscellaneous items include tank fittings, frame connections, valves, regulators, and sensors
for an estimate of 300 kg.
Table 3.10 Structural component masses.
Component Mass (kg)
Liquid hydrogen tank
Cylindrical wall
Aft hemispherical end dome
Forward hemispherical end dome
Internal stiffening rings
Insulation
Liquid oxygen tank
Spherical walls
Internal stiffening ring
Insulation
Hydrogen tank support struts
Oxygen tank support struts
Vertical longeron members
Horizontal and diagonal longeron members
Propellant lines
Miscellaneous
378
82
184
387
151
912
115
31
15
94
462
1544
300
300
TOTAL STRUCTURAL MASS 4955
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LAUNCH VEHICLE INTERFACE
Interstage Adapter
The interstage adapter is a longeron truss frame that supports the upper stage when atop
the Antares VII. The top of the interstage adapter frame is attached to the avionics frame and
the bottom of the interstage adapter frame is bolted to the Antares VII. During flight, the
interstage adapter will separate from the upper stage when the Antares VII has completed its
burn. The estimated mass is 600 kg.
Nose Cone Fairing
The base nose cone fairing of the Antares VII will need to be stretched 5 meters in
length to accommodate the upper stage. Three portions of the fairing will add to the mass:
acoustic shielding, rails, and the graphite/epoxy structure. The modified fairing will be
increased by 849 kg over the Antares VII fairing [1] as listed in Table 3.11.
Table 3.11 Fairing mass and size comparison.
Fairing t_pe Fairing length (m) Pa_,load diameter (m) Fairing mass (kg)
Base Antares VII 26.24 9.14 8500
Stretch fairing for 31.24 9.14 9349
upper stage
PAYLOAD FAIRING
(John Tran)
Since the original Antares payload fairings are inadequate to cover both the transfer
vehicle and the booster, an expanded fairing was designed. The new payload fairing (Fig. 3.6)
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incorporatesthedesignof boththeAntaresI GEOandtheAntaresII [1], whichbothconsistof
anupperconeanda supportfairing.
Therearethreedimensionaloptionsfor theuppercone: parabolic,aparabolicwith a
circulardome,or conicalconewith acirculardome. Usingmethodsof analysisthataresimilar
to the original payload fairing calculations[1], the conical cone option is the best. The
dimensionof thetheupperconewill be12m in heightand10m in width.
The supportfairing is similar to the Antares I GEO supportfairing [1]. However,
becausethetransfervehiclewill beconnectedto theAntaresVII via adockingport,thefairing
is notrequiredto carrymuchweight. This meansit isusedmostlyfor aerodynamicpurposes.
The payloadfairing is designedto coverboth theaerobrakeandthe transfervehicle. With
thesecriteriain mind,thesupportfairing mustbe21m in height,15m in diameterat its base,
and 10m in diameteratits forwardend. Thethreecomponentsof thefairinghaveacombined
massof 7000kg.
3.2.1.4 ALTERNATIVE TO UPPER STAGE: PARALLEL STAGING
(Tuyen Bui)
One option to adding an upper stage is to parallel stage the Antares VII. The purpose of
parallel staging is to reduce the structural mass by jettisoning empty modular units During the
first portion of the burn all seven Antares engines will operate, drawing fuel from four of the
seven propellant tanks. After the four propellant tanks are used up, they are jettisoned, leaving
three modular units. All three remaining engines will burn drawing fuel from two of the three
tanks. When these two tanks are used up, they are ejected. The third stage consists of a single
Antares booster that propels itself into LEO with 82,900 kg of propellant remaining.
However, this method of staging will not deliver enough propellant for the TMI burn, which
requires 105,000 kg, hence, it is second choice.
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3.2.2 UNMANNED MARS TRANSFER VEHICLE (UMTV)
In the first segment, an unmanned transfer vehicle (UMTV) is sent to Mars (see
Fig. 3.1). Once the UMTV is in LEO it will be docked with, a TMI booster. The UMTV
payload consists of: .
1) Unmanned Rover
2) Propellant Manufacturing Unit
3) H 2 needed to produce CH 4
4) Science Equipment
5) Retrorockets
6) Propellant for landing and additional AV's
7) Aerobrake
8) Earth Return Vehicle (ERV)
3.2.2.1 UMTV PROPULSION
(Mike Machula)
Once the initial TMI booster burn is complete, the booster is jettisoned. The additional
AV needed for orbital correction, descent and landing is supplied by Pratt and Whitney RL10
engines. This engine was chosen because of its low mass, high thrust and availability. In
addition, the rocket engines required to complete a long duration mission, such as the Minerva
project, must have high reliability. These engine requirements are satisfied by the Pratt and
Whitney RL10 due to its simple cycle and conservative design. As for the reliability of the
engine, "the RLI0 has accumulated over 20 hours of operation in space; 174 engines have
produced 282 in-space firings without a single engine failure, and it has demonstrated the
highest reliability of any operational liquid rocket engine" [8].
Currently, the LOX/LH 2 RL10-A4 weighs 167.8 kg and can produce a thrust of 73.4
kN with a specific impulse of 449 sec [9]. Unfortunately, the RLI0-A4 has no throttling
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Capabilityand therefore doesnot meet the needsof the Minerva project,, which requires
throttling capabilitiesanda greaterthrustfor landing. However,thenearfuture promisesto
producea modifiedRLI0 thatmatchestheMinervaproject,needs."A 157kN classRL10has
beenevaluatedfor anumberof differentapplicationsandis currentlybeingworkedon for the
NLS upperstageandthesingleengineCentaur"[9]. In addition, work on 3 to 1throttling
capabilities is being undertakenfor McDonald Douglas' SSTO [9]. Even if thesenew
modificationsdonotmaterialize,amodifiedRL10enginecouldbedevelopedspecificallyfor
ProjectMinerva, for very little comparedto theresearchand developmentcostsof a new
engine. Figure3.15presentstheupgradedengineperformanceof theLOX/LH2 RLI 0. For
theMinervaproject,thisenginewill haveathrustof 155.68KN, andaspecificimpulseof 449
seconds. It burnsH2 and02 at a mixture of 6:1. The lengthof thisengineis 3.45m (with
skirt extended)andhasaexit diameterof 1.78m (seeFig 3.16).
Theinitial decelerationof theUMTV in theMartianatmosphereis effectedbyaerobrake
maneuvers.Theaerobrakeslowsthevehicleto avelocityof approximately500m/sandthenis
jettisoned.After thattheRL10'sprovidethefinal decelerationrequiredfor a softlanding. The
amountof propellantrequiredfor thesemaneuversis determinedwith theuseof the rocket
equation:
(3.13)
With Mo = 70 tons, Isp ---449secand AV=500 m/s, 8.4 tons of propellantare required to
deceleratethe vehicle. An additional 1.6tons of propellant is brought along for hovering
maneuversandasasafetyfactor. The UMTV thuscarries 10tonsof propellantfor landing
maneuvers.
ratio
The numberof enginesrequiredfor descentwasdeterminedby the thrust to weight
neededto hover and maneuverimmediately abovethe Martian surface. For safe
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maneuvers,the thrustto weight ratio shouldbein therangeof 1.2to 1.4. The UMTV hasa
mass of approximately 63 tons when hovering maneuverscommence. This is after
approximately7 tonsof propellanthavebeenusedfor decelerationpurposes.The63 tonshas
a weight on Mars of approximately235 kN. Thereforetwo modified RLI0-A4 enginesto
produceathrust toweight ratioof 1.33atfull throttle.
UMTV THRUST STRUCTURE
The thrust created by the RL10 engine is transferred to the rest of the vehicle with the
use of a thrust structure. The UMTV employs a modified Boeing thrust structure that has been
adapted to meet its two engine needs (Fig. 3.17). The thrust structure consists of eight 9.1 m
long cross-beams that attach to the aft section of the body. These cross beams, along with
additional supports, distribute the engine load equally along each of the eight cross beams.
The engine support beams are of conventional stiffened web and chord construction
manufactured from aluminium 7075. The mass of the thrust structure is 83.5 kg.
UMTV THRUST VECTOR CONTROL
In addition to providing a propulsive force, the rockets can also provide attitude
control, that is, control of the vehicle's pitch, yaw and roll moments [10]. Normally, the two
rockets' correct thrust vector is in the direction of the vehicle's axis and passes though the
vehicle's center of gravity. Therefore, by deflection of the thrust vector, attitude control can be
obtained. For the RL10 engine, the thrust vector is rotated by gimbaling (essentially a
universal joint) the engine which permits the whole engine to be pivoted in two planes, as
demonstrated in Fig. 3.18. During operation, the engine gimbaling capability will permit
locating the thrust chamber center line +/- 40 from the engine center-line [9]. Accounting for
engine gimbaling, the engine requires a diameter 2.26 m.
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Due to gimbaling,theenginesrequireflexible propellantlinesto allow propellantto
flow from the tanks to the moveableengines. Figure 3.19 presentsthe propellant line
configurationneededto overcomethisproblem. Asthefigure demonstrates,two perpendicular
propellantline sectionsareconnectedto the mainpropellantdistributionunit andtheengine
with flexible joints. This configurationpermitstheengineto begimbaledwithout propellant
line damage.As theenginemovesfrom thenull positionto a gimbaledposition,thepropellant
line jointspermitthepropellantlinesto movebothverticallyandhorizontally.
Thrust vectorcontrol (TVC) is accomplishedby activatinga pair of thrust actuators
which areattachedto a momentarm on the engineandto thethrust frame. Theseactuators
deflect the rocket's thrust vectorasshownon the right handsideof Fig. 3.20. In orderto
producea circulargimbalpatternasshownin Fig 3.18,theactuatorsareplacedin two planes
90° apart,andareoperatedeitherseparatelyor simultaneously.
TheTVC systememployson-demand,electricallydrivenElectrohydrostaticActuators
(EHA). Figure3.21showsanEHA developedjointly byAllied Signal and Boeing. The EHA
is a three-channel system. Each channel utilizes an electric motor to drive a reversible hydraulic
pump which supplies a piston actuator, resulting in nozzle directional movement. Each EHA
has the approximate dimensions: length = 2 ft, width = 1 ft and mass = 65 kg [ 11 ].
The EHA has many desirable characteristics ideal for the Minerva project. Because the
EHA is an on-demand system using only electrical power when needed, it is able to use the
minimum power required. The EHA uses self-contained hydraulics which eliminate the need
for long distribution lines and a centralized hydraulic system, thus providing significant mass
savings over conventional systems. In addition, the EHA ensures the high reliability needed to
accomplish the Minerva project.
The EHA system is a single fault tolerant and uses three channels for redundancy
purposes. During normal operation the loads are distributed equally among all three channels.
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If a fault is detected,the systemis re-configuredso theremainingtwo channelscontinueto
operate.Thefaultedchannelis thentakenoff line byopeninga hydraulicbypassvalveso that
no loadscanbedevelopedby thefaultedchannel.In theeventthattwo channelsfail, theEHA
still providesnearlythemaximumoperationalcapability. With only asinglechanneloperating
thereissufficientpowerto provide87%of therequirednozzleoperatingneeds[12]. TheEHA
waschosenfor the Minerva project becauseof its high toleranceto systemfailures, self-
containedhydraulicsystemandits low mass.
For theProjectMinerva, theEHA is poweredby a 220V dc batterywhich eliminates
the needto carry along a separateconsumablefuel power system. A Nickle-Cadmium
rechargeable battery will be used for energy storage. The battery, located in the ERV module
will power both the UMTV's and the ERV's TVC system. After descent of the UMTV the
batteries are recharged with the DIP's power system so that they can then be used for the ERV.
This configuration eliminates the need to carry a battery for each stage. The battery is sized to
meet the power supply needs of the ERV since it has two more engines than the UMTV and
therefore requires more power. The battery mass is estimated to be 400 kg.
3.2.2.2 STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
Hydrogen Tank Design
(James Madison)
The hydrogen tank geometry is based on an ellipsoidal tank designed by the Boeing
Company's Defense and Space Group [2]. The tank geometry was decided on for a number of
reasons. First, hydrogen must be kept at 20 K. Thus, it is vital to keep the surface to volume
ratio as small a possible in order to minimize heat transfer. Also, it is important to keep the
height at a minimum. The tank must hold 106 m 3 of hydrogen. Based on this, the tank is 8 m
in diameter and 3.2 m in height.
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Theinternaltankforcesmustbe calculated to determine the tank wall thickness. The
internal forces were calculated using the Affine transformation outlined in reference [ 13]. A
sphere was used as the initial geometry (S). One of the axes was then compressed by a factor
of b/a. This gave the required ellipsoidal geometry (S). The formulas used to calculate the
longitudinal and hoop forces are as follows [ 13]:
where
lqq_ = fixCOS2o_ + fiySIN2ot
lq O = fixSIN2ot+ fiyCOS2_
(3114)
(3.15)
fix = fll2nx
n 3
fly = n2ny
n 3
(3.16)
(3.17)
and where n 1, n 2, and n 3 are factors by which the x, y, and z axis are compressed respectively.
For a sphere under a pressure loading where a is the tank radius along the x axis and g is the
applied load:
-a2g
N_ = a+_/a2 _y2
-a2g
NO=
a + _/a 2 - y2
_.g_/a 2 _y2
(3.18)
(3.19)
in the untransformed state. Transforming this to the ellipsoidal geometry one arrives at:
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=aIN TAN2°t(NflCOS2°t - N_) + NoSIN2°t - N_TAN20_
(3.20)
(3.21)
Usingaluminum2219asthetankmaterialandapressureof 2 bars,thetankthicknessneedsto
be8.8mm. This is anapproximation,however,sincethis modelyieldsasingularitypoint ato_
= 90degrees.Oncethethicknessisknown,themassof thetankwasfoundto be2970kg.
The tanksareinsulatedusingorganicallybonded,fine fiber, glassinsulationblankets.
A moredetailedanalysisof this insulation type is presented in more detail in Section 3.2.3.4.
Using a spherical tank approximation with a volume of 106 m 3 of hydrogen, the optimum
insulation thickness is 0.3 meters for which the heat loss on the Martian surface is about 3.2
kW. This quantity of insulation (P = 12 kg/m 3) has a mass of 390 kg.
Payload Bay
(Kevin Maim)
The payload bay houses the science equipment, the hopper and the unmanned rover
(see Fig. 3.22). The propellant manufacturing unit is stored under the payload bay. The
science equipment and other accessories (piping, etc.) are stored in the remaining area around
the rover. The liquid hydrogen for producing propellant is stored above the payload bay to
enable the unmanned rover to enter and exit the bay.
The payload bay walls are designed to withstand an 8 g axial force and a 3 g lateral
force (see Table 3.12). The walls are also designed for an ultimate load of 2 times the applied
load and an yield load of 1.6 times the applied load. These values are chosen as guidelines
which include a margin for structural safety. Two types of wall structure were considered. The
first was monocoque skin panel (panel structure without attached stiffening members). The
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secondwassemimonocoquestructures,skinpanelswith stiffeners(calledstringersandframe
members).
Table3.12 Loads.
Type of Load Force (N) Distance top to g Load
payload bay (m)
Axial 70,000 x 8 5.50x106 N
9.81=686,700
Lateral 686,700 - 3 2.06x 106 N
Bending Moment 686,700 13 3 26.8x106 N.m
Monocoque Panels
The payload bay is 3 m high and has a diameter of 9.1 m (refer to Fig 3.22). From the
data in Table 3.13, an equivalent load, Peq, was found.
2M 2(26.8x106)
Pq = Paxial + - 5"50x106 + = 17"3x106 N
R 4.55 (3.22) [131
where: P = the equivalent load produced by the axial force and bending momenteq
Paxial = the vertical load on the structure
M = bending moment
R = radius of payload bay
This is the equivalent applied load. To find the ultimate and yield loads, Peq must be multiplied
by the factor mentioned above for safety.
Pult = 34.5x106 N
Pylcl = 27-6x106 N
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The wall thickness can be calculated using the above forces. Because them include a margin of
safety (MS), any additional safety margin consideration is unnecessary. Using the equations
below, the thickness of the wall,t, required can be found [13].
MS Allowable load _ l = Pc__s_.__1 = 0
Applied load Pu. (3.23)
P_=Acy l_cr (3.24)
Acy I = 2gRt
t_= = 0.6y Et
R
(3.25)
(3.26)
y = 1.0-0.901(1.0-e -'p) (3.27)
(P = (3.28)
where: MS = margin of safety
Pcr = critical buckling load
Puit = ultimate tensile load
mcy I = cross-sectional area of a cylinder
Crcr= critical buckling stress
E = modulus of elasticity
t = thickness of the wall
y = reduction factor [13]
R = radius of payload bay
q) = geometric parameter for cylinders [ 13]
With the thickness determined and the materials specified, the masses can be calculated.
Aluminum was considered because it is inexpensive, easily machineable, and readily available.
Also, graphite/epoxy was considered because of its low density and high tensile strength.
Table 3.13 shows the characteristics of the material, thickness of wall needed to support load,
mass corresponding to that thickness, and the resultant moment of inertia.
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Table3.13 Aluminumalloysand masses.
Aluminum Density E Thickness Mass ' I = rcR3t
Alloy (kg/m 3) (N/m 2) (m) (kg) (m 4)
2014- T6 2.80x103 72x109 0.0173 4151 5.12
2024 - T36 2.77x103 72x109 0.0173 4106 5.12
6061 - T6 2.71x103 67x109 0.0178 4137 5.27
7075 -T6 2.80x103 71x109 0.0174 4178 5.15
Graphite/Epoxy
HTS 1.49x103 151x109 0.0127 1625 3.76
HM 1.61x103 186x109 0.0117 1612 3.45
UHM 1.69x103 289x109 0.00976 1415 2.89
The table shows that a structure made from graphite/epoxy weighs less than one made
from aluminum alloy. These results must be compared to the results from using
semimonocoque panels, which are evaluated next.
Semimonocoque Panels
Twelve longitudinal members (stringers) and 4 circumferential rings (frames) are
considered for this method. The frames are spaced one meter apart. Since there are 12
stringers around the circumference of the payload bay, each is spaced 30 ° apart (refer to Fig
3.23). The Pult is the same as above. The margin of safety is also set equal to zero.
_
CJcr 12(1 - a92) _,b} (3.29)
I = rcR3t (3.30)
where: MS = margin of safety
Pcr= critical buckling load
Pult = ultimate tensile load
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AcyI = cross-sectional area of a cylinder
_cr = critical buckling stress
E = modulus of elasticity
t = thickness of the wall
R = radius of payload bay
b = spacing =rad(30°)x3.55= 1.86 m
a9 = 0.30-.034
K=65
I = moment of inertia
Using equations 3.23 - 3.25 and 3.29- 3.30, the thickness of the panels, t, moment of
inertia of the panels (Ipan), and moment of inertia of the stringer can be calculated (Istr). From
Ist r, the cross-sectional area of the stringers can be calculated. To do this, Ist r as a function of
area must be found.
Istr = _( Icm +Ad2) (3.31)
where: Icm = moment of inertia about the center of mass of each stringer
A = stringer cross-sectional area
d = distance from neutral axis (from Fig 3.23)
Icm can be ignored since the Ad 2 term is much greater. Table 3.14 summarize the calculation to
find Ist r.
Table 3.14 Moment of inertia based on stringer area.
Stringer d (m) d 2 (m 2) EA Zakd 2
1,7 0 0 2A 0
2,6,8,12 2.275 5.176 4A 20.70A
3,5,9,11 3.940 15.52 4A 62.09A
4,10 4.550 20.70 2A 41.41A
Total = 124.2A
Now the area of the stringer can be found. This is summarized in Table 3.15 for each
aluminum alloy and graphite/epoxy.
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Alloy t (m)
Table3.15 Stringercross-sectionalareas.
Ipan(m4) Itot* (m4) Istr** (m4) Istr Area(m2)
2014-T6 0.0117
2024-T36 0.0117
6061-T6 0.0121
7075-T6 0.0117
Graphite/
Epoxy
3.47 5.12 1.65 124.2A 0.0133
3.47 5.12 1.65 124.2A 0.0133
3.58 5.27 1.69 124.2A 0.0136
3.47 5.15 1.68 124.2A 0.0135
HTS 0.00909 2.69
HM 0.00848 2.51
UHM 0.00732 2.17
* Itot is from Table3.14
** Istr = Itot - Ipan
3.76 1.07 124.2A 0.00864
3.45 .945 124.2A 0.00761
2.89 .714 124.2A 0.00575
Now thetotal masscanbefound,,which is summarizedin Table3.16.
Table 3.17, a comparisonof panel types, indicates that massis not a function of
material(aluminumor graphite/epoxy)or of payloadbaydesign. Thusother factors,suchas
panel style, must be consideredwhen deciding on payload bay design. Becauseof the
connectionpoints,thepayloadbaymustbedesignedfor point forces. Themonocoquepanel
designis thereforenot feasiblebecausethisdesignis good onlyfor distributedloads. Because
of the way the ERV will beattached,the payloadbaywill besubjectedto somepoint loads.
For this reason,semimonocoqueis the betterdesign. Other propertiesmust beconsidered
whenchoosingthematerialto constructthepayloadbay. Uponentry to Mars,thevehiclewill
experienceheating. Forthisreasona materialwith a low coefficientof thermalexpansionand
low thermal conductivity needsto be chosen. The aluminum alloy that best fits these
requirementsisaluminum2024-T36andthebestgraphite/epoxyis UHM.
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Table3.16 Totalmassof semimonocoquepanels.
Alloy t (m) Area (m 2) Volume (m 3) Mass (kg) Tot Mass (kg)
2014-T6
• Skin 0.0117 0.334 1.00 2800
•Stringer* 0.159 0.477 1336
4140
2024-T36
•Skin 0.0121 0.334 1.00 2770
•Stringer* 0.159 0.477 1321
4090
6061 -T6
•Skin 0.0135 0.346 1.04 2812
• Stringer* - 0.163 0.489 1325
4140
7075-T6
•Skin 0.0117 0.334 1.00 2800
• Stringer* - 0.162 0.486 1361
4160
Graphite/Epoxy
HTS
• Skin 0.00909 0.260 0.780 1162
• Stringer* - 0.104 0.311 463.3
1630
HM
• Skin 0.00848 0.242 0.727 117 l
• Stringer* - 0.0913 0.274 441.2
1610
UHM
• Skin 0.00732 0.209 0.628 1061
•Stringer* - 0.0690 0.207 349.9
• Data for all 12 Stringers
1410
We can use this same design to support the rest of the vehicle that needs to be
supported (Fig 3.1). These areas include the propellant manufacturing unit bay, the hydrogen
tank, and the engines and tanks of the ERV. The total mass of the UHM-graphite/epoxy to
support these areas is 7.3 metric tons. If aluminum 2024-T36 is used, the mass will be 21
metric tons.
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Table3.17 Comparisonof paneltypes
AluminumAllo_,
2014-T6
2024-T36
6061-T6
7075-T6
Graphite/Epoxy
HTS
HM
Monocoque
4150kg
4110kg
4140kg
4180kg
1630kg
1610kg
Typeof Panel
Semimonocoque
4140kg
4090kg
4140kg
4160kg
1630kg
1610kg
1410kg
3.2.2.3 MASSES
(Kevin Mahn)
Structure
Retro-Rockets
Propellant
Table 3.18 Mass breakdown for the UMTV.
10 metric tons
0.7
10
ERV (4 engines+Hab+Structure)
Thruster
Power
Propellant unit
Hydrogen
Hydrogen tank
Unmanned rover
Science
UMTV Aerobrake
Piping and Wiring
TOTAL
18
0.5
7.6
2
6
3
1
0.5
9
1
69.3 metric tons
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This is a list of the estimated masses in metric tons for the UMTV. The structure mass of 10
tons includes the floors of the payload bay and propellant manufacturing unit and the engine
thrust structure. The ERV is limited in weight by the amount of CH 4 that is available for the
return trip (98 metric tons of propellant).
3.2.2.4 PROPELLANT LINES
(Mike Folkers and Mike Machula)
The unmanned vehicle contains very little piping. The main piping are the propellant
connections between the tanks, propellant manufacturing unit and the engines. Listed below in
Table 3.19 are the mass flows for the propellant manufacturing unit. As can be seen, these are
very small values. It is therefore evident that the piping to and from the propellant
manufacturing unit will also be small. To account for surges and adverse pressure gradients
the piping to the tanks and to the propellant manufacturing unit is nominally 1/4 in. diameter.
The piping from the tanks to the rover fill station is yet to be determined. This information is
all shown schematically in Figure 3.24.
The propellant fines of the vehicles run outside the propellant tanks and along the inside
walls of the vehicle. This line configuration is more massive than that of propellant lines that
run directly through the propellant tanks to the engines. However, running the propellant lines
outside of the tanks provides additional safety and ease of tank construction that outweigh
"minimal mass" savings. There is one main propellant line per fuel and oxidizer tank. Figure
3.25 presents a schematic of the propellant line configuration. Each of these propellant lines
feed into a main distribution unit and then the propellant is dispensed to the rocket engines.
The main fuel lines from the tanks to the UMTV descent engines and the Earth return vehicle
has a 6 in. inner diameter. They are constructed from Inconnel 718. The lines are insulated
with polyurethane foam so that the propellant will be maintained at cryogenic temperatures as it
is pumped into the engines.
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Table3.19 PropellantManufacturingUnit MassFlowRates.
Weight Flow Flow Flow
Gas (lb/ft3) (kg/day) (kg/s) (ft3/s)
CO2
H2
CH4
H20
0.1234 201 0.002326 0.041570
0.0056 18 0.000208 0.082031
0.0424 73 0.000845 0.043939
62.4300 169 0.001956 0.000069
3.2.2.5 DOCKING PORT
(John Tran)
The UMTV and the upper stage carrying the propellant make a rendezvous at an altitude
of 300 km (Fig. 3.8). They connect,via a docking port, (Fig. 3.9) and make final checks
before initiating the transfer. The docking port design must follow the 1973 International
Space Docking Agreement. This agreement set the following criteria ( Table 3.20).
Table 3.20 Docking allowances.
Closing velocity
Lateral velocity
Lateral misalignment
Angular misalignment
Roll misalignment
0.05-.03 m/sec
0.1 m/see '
0.3m
7 deg
7 deg
An_ular veloci_ 1 de_/sec
From this criteria and research on previous docking ports, the Apollo-Soyuz
International Docking System was chosen [14,15,16]. This system is considered to be the
safest docking structure available [ 17].
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The dockingport (Fig. 3.26) is 4 m in diameterwith a 3 m diameteraperturein the
center. This configurationallowsthetetherfor mannedmissionto beconnectedthroughthe
dockingportof theTMI Booster.Therearealignmentforksandabeacononeachport to help
align the portsfor connection.A trusssystemis usedfor thedockingport soasto minimize
mass. StressanalysesandEuler'scritical buckling load wascalculatedto find the optimum
materialto constructthedockingports. Aluminum 7075-T6wasfound to satisfythecriteria
betterthanothermaterials[1]. Theport is constructedof 29aluminumtubularelements,each
havinganouterdiameterof 6.4cm andaninnerdiameterof 5.6cm. Theport is mountedand
supportedby 6 graphite/epoxyMounting strutswith anexternaldiameterof 25 cm and an
internaldiameterof 22.5cm (Fig. 3.26). Both structuresweredesignedto withstanda 8 g
force. The docking portsare mounted2 m abovethe TMI booster,and 0.5 m abovethe
UMTV andtheMTV aerobrake.Thetotalmassfor eachdockingport is 375kg.
In orderto keepall axial forcesin onedirection, theUMTV dockingport is mounted
over the aerobrake.Sinceengineholesinterferewith theaerobrakestructure,themounting
strutsarenotuniform. Fortunately, the structure was designed to withstand a 8 g load, there
should be no major problems to the structure. The docking port is mounted on the aerobrake
with 'hard spots' titanium plugs (Fig. 3.27 and 3.28). The
beams of the aerobrake are connected with explosive bolts.
docking port before reaching Mars.
mounting struts and support
This allows separation of the
3.2.3 EARTH RETURN VEHICLE (ERV)
The Earth return vehicle (ERV) is designed to use methane and oxygen as propellants,
which are both manufactured on the Martian surface. The vehicle is equipped with a habitat to
transport the crew back to Earth, and has an Apollo-like capsule for reentry at Earth.
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3.2.3.1 ERV Propulsion
(Mike Machula)
The RL-10A4 rocket designed by Pratt and Whitney, although designed to burn
hydrogen and oxygen can be easily modified to use methane fuel. The RL10 has been
successfully tested with various hydrocarbon fuels [8]. With the modifications proposed to the
RL10, the methane fueled RLI0 will have the same thrust of 155.68 kN; however, the specific
impulse drops from 449 sec to 376 sec (see Fig. 3.29) [9]. In addition, the oxidizer to fuel
mixture ratio decreases from 6:1 to 3.5:1. The engine has a mass of 363 kg, a length of 5.33
m (fully extended) and an exit diameter of 2.80 m.
Other methane rockets were also considered. Aerojet did a preliminary design study
which resulted in a rocket with a specific impulse of 364.3 seconds; thrust of 2969 kN and a
weight of 2589 kg [18]. Rocketdyne has recently proposed a methane rocket (RS44) with a
specific impulse of approximately 400 seconds. The problem with the RS44, as well as the
Aerojet engine is that they are still in the design phase. The main advantage of the RL 10 is its
near term availability.
The mission requires a total AV of 6.6 km/s (with a safety factor) in order to return to
Earth from the Martian surface. Reentry at earth will be similar to the Apollo missions. Using
RL 10 methane rocket engines, a total of 98.29 tons of propellant will be required to complete
the mission. This amount of propellant was calculated using equation (3.13) with Mo = 117
tons, Isp =376 sec and AV=6.6 km/s.
In order to lift off the Martian surface with this propellant and the 19 ton ERV
(including the DIPs), the ERV is outfitted with four RLI0's which give a total thrust of 623
kN. These four engines at full thrust produce a thrust to weight ratio of 1.43 at take-off. The
engines contribute 1.45 tons to the mass of the ERV.
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THRUST STRUCTURE
The thrust created by the RLI0-A4 engine is transferred to the rest of the vehicle with
the use of a thrust structure similar to the one used on the UMTV. The modified Boeing thrust
structure is adapted to meet the four engine needs of the ERV (Fig. 3.17). The mass of the
thrust structure is 100 kg.
THRUST VECTOR CONTROL
The ERV uses the same thrust vector control mechanisms as the unmanned Mars
transfer vehicle (UMTV). Accounting for engine gimbaling, the methane fueled engine
requires a space 3.55 m in diameter. The same battery that powered the UMTV thrust vector
control (TVC) supplies the power for the ERV's TVC.
3.2.3.2 ERV TANK CONSTRUCTION
(James Madison)
The propellant tanks on the ERV must meet a number of stringent requirements. First,
the tanks must be designed and oriented in such a way as to minimize height and still fit into a
cylinder 9.1 m in diameter. Second, the tanks must be as light as possible. Third, the tanks
must maintain their elastic properties at cryogenic temperatures. Fourth, the tanks must be
insulated as much as possible to hold cryogenic oxygen and methane for the year and a half
spent on the Martian surface. Finally, the tanks must be able to withstand an 8 g acceleration
while fully loaded.
The tanks are constructed using the aluminum alloy 2219. This alloy is the same as that
used on the Antares propellant tanks [1], the Space Shuttle External Tank and a number of
other cryogenic type tanks. The first consideration in choosing this alloy is its tensile
properties, given in Table 3.21.
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Table3.21 Tensilepropertiesof aluminumalloysat77K [19].
Alloy &Temper TensHeS_ength(MPa) Yield S_ength(MPa)
5083-0 434 158
5083-H321 455 274
6061-T651 402 337
2219-T851 568 440
7005-T5351 578 465
A356-T61 356 262
Eventhoughaluminum7005hasa slightly higheryield strength,whenoneconsiders
the manufacturabilityof the materialsonefinds that aluminum2219is thesuperioralloy at
cryogenictemperatures.Aluminum2219isreadilyweldableby boththegasmetalarcandthe
gas tungstenarc processes[19]. Aluminum 2219hasajoint efficiency of over90%, where
joint efficiencyis definedasthetensilestrengthof theweld divided by thetensilestrengthof
theparentalloy. Aluminum in generaliseasilycastandis very machinable.Theseproperties
are particularly important when the piping and relief valve construction is considered.
Althoughthe 2219alloy is not the lightest,it is comparableto otheralloys. Aluminum 2219
hasa densityof 2.83g/cm3 whereasotheralloys havedensitiesrangingfrom 2.65 to 2.83
g/cm3- Tank, tank system,insulationand valve massesareconsideredin _ctions 3.2.3.3-
3.2.3.6. A summaryof massesis presentedin Table3.22.
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Table3.22 ERV TankMasses.
COMPONENTS MASSES
Methane Tank 200
Oxygen Tanks 255
Insulation 180
Piping / Valves 150
Total = 7 8 5
(kg)
3.2.3.3 ERV TANK CONFIGURATION AND ORIENTATION
(James Madison)
The stringent volume constraints necessitate a slightly unorthodox tank configuration.
The methane tank must hold 22 m 3 and the oxygen tank must hold 78 m 3. A number of
configurations were considered, most of which suffer from a variety of problems. These
include problems but not limited to: small volume to surface area ratio, higher number of
connections, high heat loss, and poor structural integrity. The configuration shown in Fig. 3.1
was chosen because of its simple geometry and proven reliability. This configuration only
uses two tanks, minimizing heat loss and the number of piping connections, and thus the
number of possible failure points.
The tank thickness plays a vital role in the pressure the tanks can withstand and the
number of g the tanks can withstand before buckling. The tanks are designed to handle a
gauge pressure of 2 bars. Since the geometry, critical yield stress of aluminum 2219 and
gauge pressures are known, the required tank thickness is calculated using the following
equation where _h is the stress and P, R and t are the internal pressure, radius and thickness
respectively.
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PxR
ah = t
Thetankthickness,basedon pressurerequirementsalone,mustbe 1.1mm.
(3.32)
Thebucklinganalysisis performedusingthemethodsoutlinedin reference13.
Thecritical bucklingloadisdefinedas:
Pcr = _3cr x P (3.33)
where
.6Et
_cr = R
l-.901 l-e
(3.34)
and P is the applied load. The critical load using this model and a thickness of 1.1 mm is
59,850 N. The actual equivalent load is then calculated. The tanks are expected to experience
a maximum 8 g axial load and a 3 g lateral load [ 13]. Given this information and the tank mass
one can calculate the equivalent load using equation 3.22:
2M
Peq = Paxial + mR (3.22)
where M is the equivalent moment experienced by the tank. The equivalent load is calculated to
be 23,630 N. Thus, the actual loads are far less than the critical loads. The margin of safety
(MS), as defined by equation 3.23, is 1.53. This exceeds even the most stringent margins of
safety which are typically no more than 1.4. Thus, the tank thickness can be set at 1.1 mm
since this thickness meets both pressure and axial load requirements.
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3.2.3.4 TANK INSULATION AND HEAT LOSS
(James Madison)
Since the volumes and tank configurations have been specified, one is faced with the
problem of insulating the tanks. The average Martian surface temperature is 250 K, the oxygen
must be stored at about 80 K, and the methane must be stored at about 100 K. The tank walls
have 10 cm of insulation.
There are a number of possibilities for insulation type. One stipulation that must be
made is that the insulation must not contain more than 20% aluminum powder [ 19] because in
the event of oxygen tank leakage, the possibility exists that the vapor may be ignited. For this
reason the insulation must not sustain combustion once ignited. It has been found that
insulations with less than 20% aluminum powder do not sustain combustion [19]. The
insulation must also be as light as possible to reduce structural mass. All of these
considerations along with thermal conductivity lead to the choice of organically bonded, fine
fiber, glass insulation blankets [20]. This type of insulation has a thermal conductivity of
k = 0.035 W/mK, and a density of 12 kg/m 3. It is known that fiber glass insulation is fire
retardant. This is also a very light insulator.
Heat loss from the tanks is of vital importance. Because refrigeration requires energy,
heat loss must be calculated so that refrigeration capacity, and energy allotment on the Martian
surface canbe estimated. The thermal conductivity of aluminum 2219 is 80 W/mK. The tank
thickness is 1.1 ram. The heat loss was calculated using the following two formulae [20]
where q, r, T and L are the heat loss in Watts, tank radius, Temperature, and tank length
respectively. The subscripts r and sph refer to the radial heat loss of the cylindrical section and
the spherical heat loss of the and caps. The results are shown in Table 3.23.
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(3.36)
Table 3.23 Heat Losses..
Tank Losses (Watts)
Methane 3,570
Oxygen 5,050
Total 8,620
Thus approximately 8.6 kW of heat must be transported away from the tanks via the
refrigerator. The refrigerator must, however, be able to transport more heat if the occasion
arises, for instance a warm day. In order to account for temperature variation a 20% allowance
is included in the refrigeration capacity range. The thermostatically controlled refrigeration unit
will thus be able to remove up to 10.3 kW of heat.
3.2.3.5 ERV TANK RELIEF VALVES AND PIPING
(James Madison)
The ERV tanks are equipped with relief valves [21 ]. This precaution is necessary in
case of refrigeration failure. If the refrigeration units do fail for some reason, the tanks must be
able to release the pressure of the boiling fluids to avoid explosion. Thus, the worst case
scenario is that the refrigeration does fail, and the boil off gases are harmlessly released into the
Martian atmosphere.
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Therelief valvesaremadeof aluminum2219. This materialis chosenbecauseof all
thereasonsmentionedin Section3.2.3.2andtakingthermalexpansioninto account.Because
thetanktemperaturewill varyduetodiscontinuousrefrigerationcycles,thewholesystemmust
expandandcontract evenly. Evensmall differencesin thermal expansioncan causeseal
breakageorstructuralcrackingovera largenumberof thermalcycles.As mentionedin Section
3.2.3.2, aluminum is easily machinable, weldable and castable, making relief valve
constructioneasier.Therelief valvesareconnectedto pipesleadingto theship'sexterior. The
oxygenandmethanearepipedto theoppositesidesof theship soasto eliminatethe risk of
mixing andpossibleignition of thegases.
3.2.3.6 LOW GRAVITY SLOSHING
(James Madison)
Sloshing as a phenomenon is an important factor in the Earth's gravity field which is
caused by any type of lateral movement, usually uneven thrust or flight maneuvers. Sloshing
can cause inertial unbalance which ultimately leads to dynamic unbalance and can cause control
problems [ 1].
Sloshing in low gravity fields is a completely different problem. The Bond number,
which is the ratio of the gravitational forces to the propellant surface tension forces, determines
whether sloshing requires further consideration [22]. The Martian gravitational field is 0.38
that of Earth's. It has been determined that sloshing under low gravity is small compared with
the structural capability of the tank [22], thus sloshing loads have been neglected in the ERV
tank design.
3.2.3.7 HABITAT
(Kevin Mahn)
The ERV's habitat is a scaled-down model of the manned mission habitat (discussed in
detail in Section 5.0). There are four staterooms, a bathroom, an airlock, a lounge, a control
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center,and the Earthreturn module,ERM, asshownin Figs. 3.30and 3.31. The ERM is
containedin thecenterof thehabitat. TheERM canbeusedasa shelteragainstanyharmful
radiation. The habitatis 3 m high, however,0.5 m is usedfor plumbing and wiring. The
floor planareasaresummarizedin Table3.24.
Table3.24 Floorplanareasof ERV habitat.
Stateroom 3.5 m2
Bathroom 3.5m2
Airlock 3.5m2
Lounge/Controlcenter 16.5m2
Total 37.5
Thestateroomsaretheastronauts'living quarters.In eachthereis asleepingharness,
foldout desk,chair,andstoragearea.The bathroomhousesasink,shower,toilet, andlaundry
facilities. TheaMockcontainspacesuitsandenablesthecrewto enterandexit thevehiclefor
EVA's. Theloungecontainsa "kitchen,"entertainmenti ems,exerciseequipment,andmedical
supplies.Thecontrolcenteriswherethecommunicationsandguidancearehoused.Moreon
thedesignapproachto therooms,food,andlife supportis discussedin Section5.0.
3.2.3.8 SEPARATION DEVICES
(Mike Machula)
In order to allow the ERV to lift off at the end of the mission and yet remain attached to
the TMI at all other times prior, a separation device must be employed. Since the ERV
structure terminates in a series of point attachments, explosive nuts at the separation plane are
used [2]. Each of the eight hard point locations (Fig. 3.17) installs a pyrotechnic separation
nut in the ERV module and another in the UMTV (Fig. 3.32). A threaded stud between the
two nuts keeps the vehicles together. For redundancy purposes two nuts are used for each
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stud. Ignitionof eithernutwill releaseERVfrom theUMTV. Manynutsareavailable"off the
shelf' andqualifiedfor use in space,and haveprovenreliable in previousspaceflights [2].
Attachmentboltsarelocatedateachof theeighthardpointson thethruststructure(Fig. 3.32).
Figure 3.33showshow the ERV is held in place by the explosive nuts and studs.
BeforetheRL10'sareignited,theexplosivenutsseparatetheERV from theUMTV (shownin
thetop partof thefigure). Themethanerocketsarethenignitedandtransfertheir thrustto the
ERVthroughthethruststructure.ThedetachedERV is thenableto lift off, leavingtheUMTV
descentstageonthesurfaceof Mars.
3.2.3.9 EARTH REENTRY
(Mike Machula)
Many different options for returning the astronauts and the payload safely to the Earth
were evaluated. One option employs the same type of aerobrake that was used for the Mars
entry. This system will work; however, the disadvantage is the large mass of the system.
Another option was to use a light-weight ablative heat shield for reentry. The shield is made of
a brazed stainless steel honeycomb and filled with an ablative type carbon-carbon composite.
To return this vehicle to Earth, the ERV sections that are not shielded must be keep inside the
wake angle. This system also suffers from mass problems.
The solution to the problem is to not re-enter the entire vehicle but only re-enter a small
Earth reentry module (ERM) This reentry vehicle is similar to that of the Apollo missions.
Only the four astronauts and the payload are returned to Earth, while the rest of the ERV is
destroyed upon reentry. Figure 3.34 shows the ERM developed by Boeing for their space
transfer vehicle that we propose to use for the Minerva project. This module has room for the
four astronauts and has a mass of 6.1 tons.
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Figure3.35 illustratestheERM reentrysequence.When thetime comesfor reentry,
theERM carryingthecrewandscientific payload,separatesfrom theERV. Explosivebolts
separatethetwo unitswhile compressedspringspushthemapart. Two smallsolidrocketson
theERV fire, furtherseparatingthetwo modules,sendingtheERV downrangeof theERM's
deorbit trajectory. The ERV proceedsto burnup in theatmospherewhile theERM reenters.
After reentry maneuvers, the ERM deploys a parachute to slow the descent rate to a safe
landing speed. The ERM then splashes down in the ocean and awaits recovery.
3.3 MANNED SEGMENT
(Kevin Mahn)
3.3.1 LAUNCH
The manned segment launches approximately 2 years after the unmanned segment.
This segment, like the unmanned segment, requires two Antares VII launches. The first launch
utilizes a two-stage scenario to maximize the amount of propellant delivered into LEO aboard
the TMI booster, as in the case of the unmanned vehicle. During the first stage, Antares VII
fires all its engines. After all the propellant is consumed, the upper stage separates, fires, and
continues to LEO. Once in LEO, the upper stage/TMI booster adjust to a circular orbit (refer to
Figs. 3.2, 3.3, 3.5).
The second launch puts the manned Mars transfer vehicle (MTV) into LEO (see Fig.
3.36). Antares VII is used as designed, except for a modified payload fairing (same design as
unmanned mission refer to Figs. 3.6, 3.7). Once in LEO, the MTV circularizes to the same
orbit as the upper stage/TMI booster. Both launches will again take place at the Kennedy
Space Center.
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